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ROTC: students who serve

Future soldiers speak of plans and apprehensions
LAUREN BARULICH

STAFF WRITFR
The specter of graduation
looms over all seniors. For some,
it is an opportunity to enter the
working world and for others,
graduate school is the next logi
cal step. Yet, there is a section
of our student population who
will reject the civilian life upon
graduating and answer the call
of their country by serving in the
armed forces.
For junior Mike Baryla, a
member of the Air Force pro
gram, plans for the future have
always included military service.
"I pretty much knew I was going
to be in the military ever since I
was a little kid," Baryla said. "I
did ROTC because I wanted to
experience a college life and to
be an officer in the best Air Force
in the world."
Although he is in his first year
in Reserve Officers' Training
Corps (ROTC) Baryla has been
chosen for the fast track program
and already performs the tasks of
a third year cadet. He spoke with
confidence and pride regarding
his future service. "Obviously
I am not prepared to fly jets in
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Junior Mike Baryta will serve the United States Air Force upon gradua
tion. He hopes to become a pilot.

AS has big plans for a hefty budget
ANDREW KHOURI
STAFF WRITFR

Associated Students will con
trol a budget of $921,680 this
year. AS supports countless or
ganizations, clubs, programs and
events that enrich student life,
many of which require funding.
The annual budget is allocat
ed to AS and is then distributed
with the input of the AS Budget
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Committee, Interclub Council
Budget Committee and Week
end Programming. The budget
is derived from the $85 student
fee, a portion of every student's
tuition. Because the fee is obliga
tory, money available to AS will
increase with the size of the stu
dent body. This year, following
the admittance of a sizable fresh
man class, the budget reached an
unusually large sum.

The AS Budget Committee
doles out the majority of the
money. This committee is com
prised of the vice presidents of
finance and programming, four
AS class senators, the secre
tary of student organizations, a
United Front representative, an
Interfraternity Council represen
tative, a Panhellenic Council
See BUDGET, page 3

Favorite major is business as usual
DARREN FEENEY

COUNTDOWN

See ROTC, page 2

The selection of a major is one
of the most difficult decisions
that students will make in their
college career. This important
choice will pave the education
path en route to the work force.
The University of San Diego
offers up to 36 different bach
elor's degree programs and the
opportunity to specialize in dif
ferent areas.
The most popular major
amongst last spring's graduat

ing class of 2008 was Business
Administration. This popularity,
however, should come as no sur
prise. The School of Business
Administration at USD has been
ranked as one of the top under
graduate business programs in
the nation by BusinessWeek
magazine for the second year in
a row. USD School of Business
Administration ranked 47th on
the list of the top 50 programs in
the nation and among the top five
schools on the West Coast and
top two in southern California.
"Small class sizes and acces

sible professors contribute to
the school's continued presence
in the BusinessWeek ranking,"
Stephen Standifird, a profes
sor in the School of . Business
Administration and the director
of undergraduate business pro
grams, said.
The school of Business Ad
ministration offers bachelor's
degrees in Accountancy, Eco
nomics and Business Adminis
tration with majors in Business
Administration,Business Economics,
See MAJORS, page 4

Prendergast
speaks out
USD's first peace
scholar gives an
exclusive interview
JULIE PARKS
RUFST WRITFR

The University of San Diego
proudly welcomes back re-'
nowned peace scholar, John
Prendergast. Not only does he
bring his action-oriented per
sonality, but also his visionary
goals and accomplishments as
he continues to inspire those
around him. Senior Julie Parks
interviewed him on behalf of
The Vista on Nov. 11.
The Vista: Welcome back to
USD. Are you glad to be back?
John Prendergast: When I was
walking down [campus] for the
first time yesterday since Febru
ary, I was filled with a sense of
excitement and hope because
in all my travels from campus
to campus around the United
States, USD has one of the most
vibrant and interesting student
bodies that I've encountered.
V: Trying to gain the support
and/or funding of the govern
ment to alleviate some of the
struggles and problems in Darfur
can be challenging when this
issue is not at th top of the list
of issues concern..ig the U.S. In
your opinion, do you think Pres
ident-elect Obama will be able
to influence Congress or inspire
Americans to support helping
the situation in Darfur?
JP: Yes,I do. With al1 my heart.
He is someone who, over the
course of his career, has demon
strated a profound commitment
to African issues and wisdom
about the appropriate role for the
United States. The only footnote
is that the challenges he's inher
iting are so enormous that there
exists the possibility that issues
like Sudan will be squeezed out
of the first 100 day agenda, and
See PRENDERGAST, page 3
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1620 Pilgrims aboard the 1951 The first long distance 1992 The Church of Eng 1954 Ellis Island ends
Mayflower land at Cape Cod, telephone call without opera land votes to ordain women service as the chief immigra
Mass.
tor assistance took place.
tion station for the United
as priests.
States, more than 20 million
immigrants were processed
1970
The
_L>£p
Great Wall of
through
Ellis Island during 62
9LL
years of operation.
China opens to

NEWS FD1TPR
Gall ine a pessimist, but I would
venture to guess that most Americans
do not trust the federal government.
Interestingly enough, the term "fed
eral" is derived from the same Latin
root as the word "faith."
According to the Etymology Dic
tionary, the Latin word "foederis"
was first used as a theological term.
It meant "covenant" or "league" and
was used to represent the covenant
niade between Abraham and God in
the Old Testament as well as the cov
enant between Christ and the Church
in the New Testament. Foederis is
directly related to another Latin word,
"fidere," which literally means "to
trust."
Today, the Merriam Webster Dic
tionary defines federal as "formed
by a compact between political units
that surrender their individual sover
eignty to a central authority but retain
limited residuary powers of govern
ment." Our government, of course, is
a federal one.
Before the term was used to de
scribe federations like our own, it was
ascribed to agreements between sepa
rate sovereign governments. A "fed
eral agreement," in that case, would
be one arrived at between two or more
autonomous governments.
It is no surprise that a term which
was derived from "league" and apagreements would eventually be used
to describe our own United States.
Still, I am intrigued by the incredible
irony in the term's relation to "faith"
and "trust."
The Gallup Poll has collected
research on the American public's
trust, or lack of trust, in the federal
government over the past 30 years. In
January of 2008, trust in the executive
branch had dropped to a meager 42
percent. This is the lowest figure since
1973 when Richard Nixon earned a
40 percent trust rating.
Trust in the legislative branch had
reached an all-time low of 47 percent
in, January of this year, but trust in the
judicial branch was slightly higher at
69 percent.
Perhaps those figures
will im
prove in the next few years. After
all, our President-elect has promised
us change and progress. It remains to
be seen if our new leader can put the
"fidere" back in federal government.

1982 The Vietnam Veter
ans Memorial is dedicated
in Washington, D.C. after a
march to its site by thousands
of Vietnam War veterans.

1979 U.S. President Jimmy 1988 The first
Fairtrade
Carter issues executive order label, Max Havelaar, is
12170, freezing all Iranian launched in the Netherlands.
assets in the United States in
response to the Iranian hos
tage crisis.

1907 Indian Territory and
Oklahoma Territory become
Oklahoma and is admitted as
the 46th U.S. state.

HISTORY.COM, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

ROTC students await military assignments
ROTC, continued
combat yet but I feel mentally and
physically prepared for war. War is as
old as man, I am honored to serve my
country," Baryla said.
Baryla will be notified in the spring
concerning whether or not he was se
lected to become a pilot in the United
States Air Force, a desirable position
that is highly competitive among cadets.
He hopes to become a fighter pilot who
flies F-16 Falcons and helps support
ground troops. If he is chosen, Baryla
will be committed to 10 years of service
to United States Air Force.
Though he is uncertain about the
length of his USAF career, Baryla is
positive about his ambition to fly. He
said, "I have my private pilot license
now and absolutely love it. If that means
teaching people how to fly Cessnas or
flying for an airline, I will be happy
either way."
Some students choose to serve in the
miliary by following in their families'
footsteps . For junior Nathan Smith, that
meant serving his country in the United
States Army. Smith is the third genera
tion of his family to serve in the mili
tary. Not only were both of his parents
military officers, his grandfather was a
WWII fighter pilot and his grandmother
a Navy nurse. Smith was interested in
the military profession and was enticed
by generous scholarships. He decided to
join the Navy Reserve Officers' Train
ing Corps (NROTC) at USD but he later
switched to the Army branch.
Strongly supported by his family,
Smith tackles the demanding life of a.
cadet in the ROTC. Because the Army
ROTC branch is located at SDSU, he
takes a 2.5-hour military science class
there every Tuesday in addition to

physical training (PT) at USD every
Tuesday and Thursday. On Thursdays,
he has a three-hour lab that is typically
held at Miramar Air base.
"There are also 3-day field training
exercises once a semester as well as var
ious optional and occasionally required
activities and work details," Smith said.
"I have all my normal USD classes on
top of this so I stay extremely busy."
After completing his service, Smith
would like to go to law school or pursue
a government job with the CIA or NSA.
He hopes to find a profession where
he can apply the skills and training ac
quired during his service for the Army.

am honored to serve
my country."
MIKE BARYLA
ROTC students at USD may join
any of four branches of the military.
The programs that are offered include
the following: Army, Marine Corps, the
Naval Academy and the Air Force.
Robby Trueblood, a fourth-year par
ticipant in the Marine Corps program,
believes that ROTC will positively
affect his future. "Through ROTC the
Marine Corps pays for college and then
following graduation I get the opportu
nity to serve as an officer in the USMC,"
Trueblood said.
He is not the first in his family to
participate in the program either. His
older brother enlisted in the Marine
Corps after graduating from USD last
spring. Now that he is facing gradua
tion himself, he admits that he still has
more to learn. "I do not feel prepared
for war but that is because while here

we are focused on graduating and stay
ing physically fit," Trueblood said. "Weprepare for combat during TBS [The
Basic School] and at our duty stations."
Trueblood and other officers will
spend six months in Quantico, Va. train
ing at TBS and preparing for the Marine
Corps. From there, he will receive his
assignment and will attend a specific
school to learn the skills necessary for
his position. After he completes train
ing, he will report to his assigned unit.
Upon completion of four years of ser
vice, Trueblood will decide whether or
not to remain in the Marine Corps. If he
decides to leave, he will pursue a career
in compassionate service. "I would like
to work for a humanitarian organization
doing something in conflict or disaster
areas," he said.
Senior Nora O'Connor is in the pro
cess of completing her fourth year of the
NROTC program and will be commis
sioned this May. As part of the NROTC,
O'Connor is looking forward to becom
ing a naval officer after graduation.
O'Connor is enthusiastic about the
leadership and responsibility skills that
she has gained through her experience
with the NROTC even though her life
is quite busy.
"Every Tuesday morning we have a
drill starting at 5:45 a.m. where we form
up in the Olin Hall parking lot and then
have a brief about a certain topic in the
IPJ," O'Connor said. "We are also re
quired to attend PT with the unit twice a
week. We have to do 10 hours of com
munity service and actively participate
in one of NROTC's clubs."
O'Connor admits that she is unsure
of where she will be after graduation.
She has selected to attend a program on
Surface Warfare. She will also be able
to select a ship later this spring.
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Any AS-sanctioned organizations may apply for funds
BUDGET, continued

AS Budget Breakdown

representative, a Panhellenic Council
in thousands of dollars
representative and four non-permanent
student members, one from each class.
The committee approves or denies the
] Clubs and Organizations
allocation of funds. It also sponsors or
subsidizes student-university events
• Centers
and establishes the criteria for dispersal
of such funds. If a request is denied,
• Concerts
the decision may be appealed to the AS
fj| Multicultural Programs
Senate.
Head chairperson of the AS Budget
|
Athletics & Club Sports
Committee and Vice President of Fi
nance, Kyle Stewart, feels that the
|
Class Senators
money should support the USD com
|
Marketing
munity. "We try to preserve the sections
of the budget that provide the greatest
|
Research Grants
benefit to our students and university,"
Stewart said.
|
AS President, VP, and
AS claims that loopholes in the funds
Directors
have been closed this year. "Unjust areas
of the budget were cut. For example:
food at meetings, capital expenditures partments may not request capital from php.
and executive retreats, which had all the AS budget.
Money is also allocated through the
occurred in the past. This has resulted
In order to attend a meeting, students Interclub Council (ICC) Budget Com
in more money available for more im must fill out the budget committee re mittee.
portant areas," Stewart said.
The ICC Budget Committee is re
quest form. The form must be submitted
The AS Budget Committee meets to Stewart and must be received by 5 served for clubs or organizations that
twice a month or by special request p.m. on the Monday before the meeting want to sponser an event on campus. A
from the Stewart. Only AS sanctioned is scheduled. A detailed description of club or organization must fill out a form
clubs and organizations may apply for the process is available on sandiego. and obtain the appropriate signatures
funding. Individuals and academic de edu/associatedstudents/finance/budget. before meeting with the committee.

The necessary form may be obtained
online.
Money allocated to AS offices is
often redirected to the campus at large.
For example, money assigned to the
Vice President of Marketing is available
to provide free marketing for school
organizations and clubs. This year, the
$30,000 allocated to the Vice President
of Academics is to be used toward re
search grants. Students are free to look
at the complete AS budget in detail
on
sandiego.edu/associatedstudents/
finance.
Funding is also available through
Weekend Programming. According to
the university's website, the event in
question must be held on a Thursday,
Friday, Saturday or Sunday and must
"involve current students in fun, inclu
sive, healthy, social outlets." AS clubs
and organizations may submit requests
for funding through Weekend Program
ming on the Internet on sandiego.edu/
associatedstudents/finance/weekends.
php.
The largest allotments of this year's
budget went to AS offices, CASA,
UFMC, USDTV, Weekend Program
ming and the Women's Center. Other
large sums of money went to concerts,
clubs and certain multicultural pro
grams.

Prendergast shares latest update on Sudan happenings
PRENDERGAST, continued
so it's up to citizens like us to demand
that Darfur be in that agenda.
V: What is the main impediment to
alleviating the situation in Darfur?
JP: A lack of political will, to end the
war rather than manage its symptoms.
It would be as if a doctor only treated
symptoms but never tried to cure the
problem. Our approach to Darfur makes
no sense. We're spending billions on
humanitarian aid and peacekeeping
but not a dime on a peace process that
would end the suffering.
V: In your open letter to President
elect Obama, you say that we must not
contain war in Darfur, or declare geno
cide, or manage the crises in Sudan, but
rather end them. Obviously, there's no
simple way to do this, but what would
you consider to be the most important
step that needs to be taken?
JP: It's investing in serious sustained
diplomatic effort to end the war. Go to
China, get them engaged and then work
with African and European countries to
build a real peace process for Darfurian
people. Just like in southern Sudan, I'm
sure we will succeed in helping to bring
peace.
V: How do you think this can be
done?
JP: Peace doesn't cost much to make.
President-elect Obama needs to assign a
few top diplomats with the responsibil
ity of building an international coalition
to end that war. That's the most costeffective thing president Obama can do
in his first 100 days. It would save the

American taxpayer billions of dollars in
the long run and potentially save mil
lions of Sudanese lives.
V: This past July, the Chief Prosecu
tor of the International Criminal Court
(ICC) sought an arrest warrant for Su
danese President Omar al-Bashir. Has
this, or will this have an impact on the
situation?
JP: It provides a huge opportunity for
influencing the government of Sudan to
make peace in Darfur. This is the best
chance we've had since the war began
to end it. The president of the coun
try is worried that he will end up like
Milosevic from Yugoslavia, dying in
some prison cell in the Hague. That's
pretty strong motivation to get a peace
deal in exchange for a deferral of his
indictment.

JULIE PARKS/THE VISTA

Senior Julie Parks poses with John Prendergast after an informative interview.

V: So you think it's possible he will
agree to cooperate even before he goes
to trial?
JP: If we go at him with a real peace
proposal for Darfur and say 'agree to
this and implement it and we'll suspend
the indictment,' we've got a chance.
V: You were a frontrunner in the
campaign before the summer Olympics
to compel China to use its influence in
countries such as Sudan to stop the con
flicts occurring. Do you believe that this
campaign was successful, and how so?
If not, are there any other plans in the
works to reach out to China?
JP: The China campaign was a fail
ure. The plan was to shame China into
changing its behavior. Turns out, China
is shameless and now we have contin
ued to raise the human rights issues of

course but also to find a different strat
egy. The.approach that I'm taking is to
demonstrate to the Chinese that their
interest in Sudan in the long run is in
peace, because if the war escalates and
the rebels target the Chinese oil instal
lations, they stand to lose billions of
dollars in investments.
V: Who "are the guests involved in
The event on Nov. 13?
JP: Jimmie Briggs, author of the best
book on child soldiers in the world, will
be there. Lisa Shannon, who as a private
citizen started mini-marathons for the
Congo and has raised thousands of dol
lars in this way. Emmanuelle Chriqui,
the actress, who when she learned about
the Congo immediately joined our cam
paign and asked to be involved in any

way she could.
V: Is there anything else you want
the USD campus to know about your
work?"
JP: There has been growing public
focus on the crisis in Sudan/Darfur in
recent years. The two biggest wars in the
world are Sudan and Congo. We finally
have an American president who can
walk and chew gum at the same time,
and I believe we ought to be pressing
our new president when he takes office
to work on both of these massive human
rights tragedies.
Thursday night's event will focus
on one of the most compelling human
rights issues in the world, which is the
mass violence against women in eastern
Congo.
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public safety report
% Palomar Hall: At 4:37 p.m.
Public Safety officers responded to
a report of a resident student who
had allegedly used her roommate's
credit card to make unauthorized
purchases. Upon investigation,
video surveillance was obtained
from the merchant stores, and the
case will be referred to SDPD.
3 Manchester Village: At
10:11 p.m. Public Safety
officers responded to a report
of a suspicious person who had
gained unauthorized access to a
residence hall room by entering
through an unsecured window.
Upon investigation, the male was
described as having light-colored
skin, wearing black sweatpants,
a dark-colored shirt and a black
baseball cap. A resident of the
room observed the man carrying
a cell-phone, and immediately
exited through the front door of
the apartment. It was determined

that the individual was attempting
to contact a friend who lived in
Manchester Village, and entered
through the window of the wrong
apartment.

41 Mission Parking Structure:
At 10:48 a.m. Public Safety
officers responded to a report of
miscellaneous items that had been
taken on Oct. 24 from a vehicle
while parked in the Mission Parking
Structure. Upon investigation,
several personal items including a
USD parking permit, were stolen
from a university employee's
vehicle, which had been left
unsecured.
San Juan Hall: At 9:28 p.m. Public
Safety officers responded to a report
of an incident involving an obscene
word and an image of a political
candidate that had been drawn on a
dry-erase board in non-permanent
ink. Upon investigation, the
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comment was photographed and
erased.
Maher Hall East Lot: At
10:27 a.m. Public Safety officers
responded to a report of a golf cart
that had driven over a sidewalk and
made contact with another vehicle.
Upon investigation, a student driver
had accidentally accelerated the
cart, causing her to collide with
landscaping and another vehicle.
There were no injuries, and no
damage sustained by either vehicle,
though there was substantial damage
to university landscaping.

7 Missions Cafe Area: At
8:59 p.m. Public Safety officers
responded to a report of three males
who were harassing a commuter
student and a resident student in the
Missions Crossroads area. Upon
investigation, two students and one
unknown individual had allegedly

Celebrate

CORRECTIONS:
A Sports article published on Nov.
6 titled "Toreros lose game and grasp
on division" inaccurately stated that
Darren Feeney was the author; Kiva
Herman wrote the article.

Nov. 2 - Nov. 8

National French Week

blocked the victim's vehicle and
demanded rides. During the incident,
one male resident student allegedly
grabbed the female student's hair
and slapped her face. The suspect
who had allegedly physically
accosted the female student was
identified, found to be intoxicated
and arrested by SDPD for being
drunk in public. Another individual
was identified as a resident student.
He had consumed alcohol prior
to the incident. Public Safety is in
the process of identifying the third
individual.
San Antonio de Padua: At
11:50 p.m. Public Safety officers
observed a vehicle with citation
history parked in the Alcala Vistas
lot. Upon investigation, the permit
inside the vehicle was identified as
a permit known to have been stolen
several weeks prior. The student
was contacted and cited for being in
possession of a stolen permit.

Physics major
is least popular
MAJORS, continued

Would you like to win a free French breakfast at Aromas?

Marketing and Finance "USD has a
very reputable business program," busi
Answer the questions correctly and the winner will be chosen at ness major Brittany Berg stated. "A lot
of students come to USD because the
random from among the correct answers by a draw.
program does such a good job of prepar
ing students for the future."
According to data from last spring's
Name three French speaking countries Where is the Mona Lisa exhibited?
graduating
class, the physics major was
in Africa.
least selected. "The physics major is full
When is Bastille Day celebrated?
of
abstract concepts that you are forced
Who is the president of France?
to
wrap your mind around," physics
Who was the emperor of the French?
major Josh McPherson said. "The major
Name two French painters.
covers
everything from math to studies
Where was he exiled?
of
the
universe,
which are appealing to
Name two French singers.
What are escargots, huitres and cuisses students like me."
USD has a highly regarded engi
Name two French actors/actresses.
de grenouilles?
neering program which often guides
What do the French celebrate on Janu students' interest into the Physics De
Name two famous French scientists.
partment. "As our engineering program
ary 6?
continues
to expand we will have more
Name two French authors.
students interested in selecting the
Who is Leopold Sedar Senghor?
physics major," Pham Lihndung said, a
Name two French poets.
professor in the Physics Department.
What is the capital of Cameroun?
The USD engineering programs
ranked 21st Best Engineering Programs
by US News & World Report in a Sept.
3 press release.

Send your answers to ssaad@sandiego.edu
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USD's Chief of Police performs at Aromas
MOSES UTOMI
STAFF WRITFR

Aromas is a great place for
students to relax. Its calm at
mosphere and available tables
have made it a prime location
for students who want to get
studying done without being
locked away in the library or
stuffed in a dorm room. On
Saturday night Aromas was
transformed from a study spot
to a rock venue when local
band, The Greybeards, took to
the stage.
Three years ago, USD's
Chief of Police, Larry Barnett,
got together with Bob Crom
well, James Jankee and Brian
Cassidy to form a surf rock
band called The Greybeards.
Since then, they have played
all over southern California
at places like Tiki House and
Rhythm Lounge, offering their
upbeat, invigorating sound to
anyone with open ears and an
open mind.
The band opened the night
with "Greenback Dollar" and
"Coming into Los Angeles,"
covers from the Kingston Trio
and Arlo Guthrie, respectively.

From there, all the songs
were original compositions
that kept the attendants bob
bing their heads and tapping
their toes.
Jankee's pace-setting drum
beats worked smoothly with
Cassidy's slick bass lines while
Barnett's rhythm guitar kept
the songs flowing in the right
direction. Cromwell's ener
gized vocals crooned over the
instrumental,
occasionally
broken by his guitar's wailing
solos.
The song "Juan the Baptist,"
written about the experience of
Cromwell's missionary brother
in Mexico, was a definite
crowd-pleaser and a reggae
tune near the end of the show
displayed Jankee's drumming
talent and the group's musical
diversity.
"Whether it's just a jam or
a gig, it's cool to do something
positive and creative. It's some
thing we hope to do forever,"
Cromwell said.
Cromwell, a USD alum who
got an MA in History in 2007,
said he got the band name from
graduate program director Dr.
Michael Gonzalez while he

Author suggests politics by proxy
ALLYSON HUNT
ASSISTANT NFWS FDITOR

Civic engagement is on the
decline, but one man claims to
have a solution to this problem.
John Naylor wants to help the
American public to participate
in government with his experi
ment, Democraseed.
Democraseed would lobby
for the voters instead of large
corporations. Naylor has pro
posed that the general American
public has become disengaged
from the democratic process.
The voting public is too busy to
learn everything they need to
know about what is going on in
Washington, D.C.
His experiment is based on
electing proxies who would
go to Congress and lobby for
their constituents' views. These
proxies would serve between
5,000 and 10,000 constituents
each from a congressman's
jurisdiction and represent di
verse political views, which do
not subscribe to the traditional
labels of Democrat or Repub
lican.
Constituents
would
be
people who have paid a $50
fee to be a part of Democra
seed and have participated in
the online voting process to get
their proxy to congress. The
only requirement is that they be
over 18. Naylor believes "there
are good, honest, hardworking

people without degrees." Par
ticipants can view the profiles
of prospective proxies on Nay
lor's website, democraseed.
org.
Naylor has written a book
and put up a website which
will later be the site of voting
and interaction between prox
ies arid constituents. His book
reads more like a conversa
tion than an actual proposal
of an innovative idea, and also
speaks about future events in
the present tense. This might
lead the reader to believe that
the organization has progressed
beyond what it has actually ac
complished at this time.
Naylor has not recruited
any proxies and has not yet
opened up the website to reg
istration for voting. He says
that this is because the project
is "taking much more time.
What I thought would take a
few months may end up taking
years."
Opponents of Democra
seed argue that inserting more
government would slow the
process down and alienate the
public from the government
even more. Naylor believes
that his method will help to
re-engage people in the demo
cratic process. He thinks that
active political engagement
will increase when people see
their wishes being met more
quickly.

LIZ CROSBY/THE VISTA

The Greybeards rock out in Aromas playing covers as well as their own creative compositions

was still a student. Gonzalez
used the term "greybeard" to
refer to students who were
taking a long while to finish
school, but the band uses it as
a term relating to wisdom and
accomplishment.
The band expressed thanks
to Associated Students for pro

moting the show and discussed
how they appreciate being able
to get together to play as a band,
despite having day jobs.
"Playing music," said Bar
nett, "is a great stress reliever.
It's good just performing on
stage and not having to worry
about work or anything else."

The Greybeards will be
performing next Thursday at
Balboa Park for the San Diego
Architectural Foundation's Or
chids & Onions award show.
More information on the
band and their self-titled album
can be found at www.myspace,
com/greybeards.

USD welcomes the new dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences
LIZ BUCKLEY

FDITOR IN CHIFF
Dr. Mary K. Boyd, the new
Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, has been at USD
for just over three months. She
replaces Nicholas Healy, who
served as the dean for two
years. Boyd is happy to return
to a faith-based institution and
also to the arts.
Boyd comes from Georgia
Southern University where she
was chair of the department of
chemistry. So far, her transition
to USD has been an easy one.
"Everyone has been warm and
generous and welcoming, both
to me and my family. There is
no place else I would rather
be," Boyd said. She lives with
her husband and two children,
her 8-year-old son and her
10-year-old daughter.
The dean's office is deco
rated with photos of her family,
but it's also a showcase of
academia, with a collection of
framed pictures on the walls
taken by fine arts students that
rotates monthly and the book
shelves full of texts edited and
authored by faculty in the col
lege.
Currently, Boyd is focused
on building relationships with
everyone in the different depart
ments and programs. "By get-

FIVE FUN FACTS ABOUT
DR. NARY K. BOYD:
- At the end of the day she
relaxes by reading murder
mysteries
- She is taking a pottery class
with her daughter
- Favorite TV shows: "Project
Runway" and "Top Chef
- She has a Facebook account
- She is Canadian

ting to know the faculty, I learn
about the traditions, culture and
history of the college." In just
one afternoon, she met with the
faculty in languages and litera
ture, the faculty in theater arts,
Monsignor Dillabough and the
chairs of the social sciences, all
before 4 p.m. But Boyd said she
understands the importance of
interaction with others. "That's
where energy comes from,
being with other people."
Associated Students Presi
dent, Sydney McRae, had the
chance to speak with Boyd
during Torero Days: "As I was
talking with her, I truly sensed
how committed she was to this
university," McRae said. "Dean
Boyd is someone that students

can feel comfortable approach
ing and know she is passionate
about her work."
Steve Staninger, chair of the
Academic Assembly of the Col
lege of Arts and Sciences and
Copley librarian, was involved
in the nine-month selection
process for the position and is
pleased with what he has seen
so far. "She is well-organized
and thoughtful," he said. "She
is very interested in engaging
the students and is working to
make USD a better place."
It seems as though Boyd is
here to stay. "I love being in
San Diego. The weather is per
fect. I can't imagine ever leav
ing." As McRae said, "USD is
very lucky to have her!"
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Letter to Nursing school recieves
the editor 3.1 million dollar grant
Dear undergraduates,
As a part of our commit
ment to be of service to our
surrounding communities, the
Graduate Student Council is
hosting a blanket drive this
winter. More people than
ever are homeless this year
due to the mortgage melt
down and many will need
blankets. There will be col
lection sites at several spots
around campus. The Camino
Founders common area and
the School of Law are two
collection sites that have
committed to helping with
collections. This will be an
ongoing effort throughout the
winter so if you cannot give a
blanket this next week then do
not worry, because you will
have the opportunity to give
later in the season. The drive
begins Monday Nov. 17 and
will continue through March
15. Please donate clean blan
kets only, thank you.
Brooke McGillis is the
contact person for the Gradu
ate Student Council for the
Pastoral Care and Counsel
ing program. If there are any
questions, e-mail her at bbmcgillis @gmail .com.

CYNTHIA DUNCAN
STAFF WRITFR
Dr. Cynthia D. Connelly,
professor and researcher for
USD Hahn School of Nursing
and Health Sciences, was re
cently awarded a grant of $3.1
million from The National
Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH). This is the largest
grant awarded to the school
yet.
According to NIMH's web
site, their mission is to "trans
form the understanding and
treatment of mental illnesses
through basic and clinical re
search, paving the way for pre
vention, recovery and cure."
Connelly will lead a team of
researchers who will be study
ing depression in pregnant
women and new mothers over
the next five years.
The 12 investigators on the
team will create a multi-disci
plinary approach. They include
nurses, psychologists, sociolo
gists, anthropologists and phy
sicians. Two other professors at
the nursing school will research
this topic, Dr. Andrea L. Hazen
and Dr. Mary Baker, as well as
two grad students, Kathy Mc
Carthy and Amy Carney.

Connelly reports that the
main goals of her research
program will be "to increase
the identification [of depres
sion] with appropriate refer
ral" and to "improve access to
mental health services for low
income women." They will
start by placing "computer as
sisted assessments in OB/GYN
community clinics to screen all
pregnant women for depres
sive symptoms." Screening for
substance use, violence and
trauma will also be included. If
the screen for depression comes
back positive, the woman will
be supplied with information
and referrals. She will also re
ceive a call from a mental health
advisor working for Connelly's
program "to help her navigate
the system to receive mental
health services."
Connelly's hope is that the
program will help women
identified as having differing
levels of depression and help
to erase a stigma. "Depression
is not something to be ashamed
of... many pregnant women go
through this," Connelly said.
She believes that better means
of identification and access
to treatment will improve the
health of families and society.

Torero athletes and basketball fans, aspiring
journalists and broadcasters - meet legendary
ESPN commentator and author Dick Vitale!
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INTERESTED IN WRITING OR
DESIGNING FOR THE VISTA?
Come to the weekly meetings Tuesday at
12:30 in UC 114B

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY I1

—

Book Signing Event
Thursday, November 13
USD Bookstore Book Dept.
5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

University

^Sangiego
BOOKSTORE

LOMA HALL

Co-authored
by Dick Weiss
Foreword
by Patrick Swing

From the Best
Seat in the House
During My 30
Years at ESPN

you CAN MAKE A WORLD
OF DIFFERENCE.
NATIONAL CLANDESTINE SERVICE CAREERS

Be a part of a mission that's larger than all of US. The CIA's National Clandestine
Service seeks qualified applicants to serve our country's mission abroad. Our careers offer rewarding,
fast-paced, and high impact challenges in intelligence collection on issues of critical importance
to US national security. Applicants should possess a high degree of personal integrity, strong
interpersonal skills, and good written and oral communication skills. We welcome applicants from
various academic and professional backgrounds. Do you want to make a difference for your country?
Are you ready for a challenge?
In his latest book, Dick Vitale, America's self-confessed number one college
basketball junkie goes on the record ranking his favorite players and moments
from 1 to 50. For 30 years, Dick Vitale has been synonymous with the best in
college basketball. His enthusiasm, knowledge, unique turn of a phrase
and passion set the bar for the best in hoops coverage.
www.usdbookstore.com

All applicants for National Clandestine Service positions must successfully undergo several personal
interviews, medical and psychological exams, aptitude testing, a polygraph interview, and a background
investigation. Following entry on duty, candidates will undergo extensive training. US citizenship
required. An equal opportunity employer and a drug-free work force.
For more information and to apply, visit: www.cia.gov

THE WORK OF A NATION. THE CENTER OF INTELLIGENCE.
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sseplovich@usdvista.com

SOLES an emblem of corrupt education
JUAN PABLO GARCIA
G1IFST WRITFR

Last year, USD inaugurated
a new education building.
Home to the School of Leader
ship and Education Sciences
(SOLES), the new facility is
truly state-of-the-art. Equipped
with the latest gadgetry, this
palace-like building was with
SERGE SEPLOVICH
out a doubt a massive invest
OPINION EDITOR
ment. Such an investment,
however, invariably begs the
I apologize for this week's
question: was it worth it?
cliche column topic, but it
The new and expensive
has irked me since moving
SOLES building is arguably a
off-campus. What do all com
microcosm of one of the most
muters agree on? The serious
glaring and ironic contradic
lack of parking on-campus. I
tions in American education.
can't count how many times
On one hand, the American
parking has made me late to
educational system has built
class. Now, one responsibility
up a large industry or "com
of being a commuter means*
plex" around the propagation
leaving enough time to look
of educational "research." On
for parking in order to arrive
the other, American education
on time to class. But leaving 10
finds itself in a state of per
or 15 minutes to look for park
petual crisis.
ing and walk to class should
Despite the explosion of
be sufficient. Unfortunately, I
"educational science" as a
have been proven wrong.
scholarly discipline, and in
This most often occurs when
spite of the glut of professors
the parking spots we pay gener
with doctorates pushing a
ously for are reserved for visi
litany of recycled pedagogies,
tors being hosted on campus.
our schools remain plagued by
This wouldn't be so bad if we
. chronic underperformance.
didn't have events all the time.
The contradiction was re
1 agree we must accommodate
cently a question subject posed
guests, and that because of
President-elect
Barack
to
limited parking, there must be
Obama and Sen. John McCain
reserved lots. But what I don't
during the final presidential
agree on is that the parking lots
debate. The moderator com
must be those closest to our
mented, "the U.S. spends more
classrooms during peak com
per capita than any other coun
muting hours.
try on education. Yet, by every
The worst is when you have
international measurement...
a class in Loma and have to
we trail most of the countries
park down in the depths of the
West Lot. From there, you have
an important decision to make,
one that, if chosen correctly,
ASHLEY MCLEAN
could get you to class on time;
ASSOTIATF FDITOR
do you wait for the tram or do
you power up the steep hill?
Looking at Yahoo!'s most
This all depends on the tram,
and thus one must place his or popular and viewed news sto
ries for the day, a few headlines
her faith either for or against
stand
out: "Ohio grandma gives
the tram. Every day is a lottery;
you could wait a few minutes birth to daughter's triplets,"
"Peru offers bald dog of Incas to
or more than 10 which could
be better spent hiking up the Obamas," "Maurice Greene ran
hill. But once at the top, your off 'Dancing with the Stars'"
trek is not over. You still have are just a few and this isn't a
to run across campus. This rare sight. Although the stories
whole adventure can easily last are sensational, are
they really news?
as long as 20 or 30 minutes.
In a report released
Instead of taking spots clos
this
past August,
est to our classrooms during
the
biennial
news
peak hours, the outdoor park
ing in the West Lot should be consumption survey
reserved for visitors. Now, I do from the Pew Re
stress emphasis on peak hours, search Center for the
because it is during this time People and the Press
that parking is most greatly determined that "over j§fp| needed and doing so will ease the last 10 years, vir- MMKii
the process of having to find a tually every news
parking spot to get to class on organization or.
program has seenY Y/
time during rush hour.

RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA
The SOLES building completed last fall is a new, expensive addition to the west end of our campus.

of the world." What gives?
For one, education policy
is premised upon an almost
total lack of understanding of
basic economics. Faced with
the problem of under-qualified
teachers, policymakers created
mandatory teacher prepara
tion programs. Such programs,
which are expensive and un
necessarily time-consuming,
invariably have the opposite
of the desired effect: even less
qualified teachers.
Why is this the case? Credentialing programs create what
economists call a "barrier to
entry." Law schools and medi
cal schools also create entrance
barriers to specific labor mar
kets, but there is a difference.
Unlike law or medical school,
the current pay and status of
the profession does not merit

the barrier.
As promising college gradu
ates with enthusiasm for teach
ing abandon the system because
of credentialing bureaucracy,
those left are often under-qual
ified candidates interested only
in "buying in" to an unionized
labor market.
In California, the most
infamous step in the teacher
credentialing process is called
student teaching. At USD, stu
dent teachers are placed in city
schools to work. Even though
candidates are expected to
assume the duties and obliga
tions of paid teachers, student
teachers are unpaid. Just like an
unpaid internship right? Wrong.
In exchange for dumping stu
dents into local school districts
to serve as unpaid labor, USD
then bills its student teachers

for 12 graduate units, approxi
mately $14,500. Keep in mind
the tuition charges are not in
exchange for 12 graduate units
of actual instruction by USD
faculty. USD simply knows
student teaching is required by
the state.
Make no mistake, schools
likes SOLES are part of the
problem,not the solution.When
I see the sparkling new educa
tion building on campus, I do
not see a symbol of educational
triumph, but rather an emblem
of a corrupt education-indus
trial-complex. I am reminded
of the many student teachers
working in city schools, with
out pay and health insurance,
while they pay USD thousands
in exchange for no actual in
struction or services rendered.

Profit motives create decline in news readership, credibility
its credibility marks decline."
The FALL of good, credible
news is hardly a recent phe
nomenon. The days of Wood
ward and Bernstein's investi
gation into the Nixon scandal
are gone. "If it bleeds, it leads"
has become a true expression
in regard to what makes front
page stories as media empha
sizes violent crime even though
these rates have decreased. And
looking at coverage after 9/11,
it is easy to see
that most jour
nalists
during
this time failed
to play watchdog
over the govern
ment and instead
took on national
ist coverage.
Two factors
that contribute
to this decline
/ are decreasJing reader-

ship and the need to maintain
a profit. Newspaper readership
and nightly news viewer rates
have dropped significantly. The
same survey sites that Ameri
cans who say they read the
newspaper on a typical day has
declined by about 40 percent
since the '90s while those that
watch the nightly network news
has fallen by half.
It seems like a vicious cycle.
With readership down, adver
tising revenue drops, profits
decrease,
journalists
who
are already paid little end up
unemployed and good news
becomes a thing of the past as
the medium tries every way to
keep viewers by leading with
stories that interest readers
while maintaining low produc
tion.costs. In essence all these
things contribute to an increase
in infotainment and packaged
news stories, which are not
necessarily good news.

r' ASHLEY MCLEANAHE

VISTA

The media is meant to chal
lenge and inspire readers. Jour
nalists are supposed to inform
the public, set the agenda for
what is news and watch over
the government. These impor
tant functions are part of how
democracy works.
Although media determines
what is newsworthy, they base
this off of what is most profit
able. With the increase in popu
larity of social networking sites,
crime entertainment shows and
celebrities' private lives, it is
no wonder that news feels to
be profitable, they must include
these types of stories as news.
One has to wonder if news will
continue to decrease in credibil
ity and readership and one day
become all-together extinct.
This could be detrimental
to our society. Although it's
hard to imagine a world with
no good news, it's certainly not
impossible and not that far off.
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A victory may be won, but the cause still continues
JESSE AIZENSTAT
STAFF WRITFR

I
j

Louder than a cannon's thunder, the
announcement was made shortly after 11
p.m. Eastern Standard Time that Barack
Hussein Obama had won the state of
Virginia and thus, the American presi
dency. I was asked by our local Fox sta
tion to appear at their studio and make a
few comments about young people and
the election; I told them, "I am so proud
to be a young college voter in this era,
it's unbelievable."
But standing there, it was clear that
this euphoria wasn't just a phenomenon
of youth. The African-American cam
eraman I was standing next to dropped
to his knees" in a rapture-like moment.
The crazed bustle of the studio had tem
porarily stopped.
Failing to resist, I told a Bill Maher
joke to this elated cameraman: "Who
would have thought that seven years
after Sept. 11, Americans would go to
the polling booth and say, 'I think it's
time to elect a black man with a Muslim
name.'" I saw tears of joy through his
laughter.
So America, the land of an indig
enous Holocaust and slavery, a place
where African-Americans suffered
some of the worst forms of brutality and
subservience that ever existed, finally
got a reparation worthy of mending the
past: proof of equality. But what makes
America great is not a nationalistic
dogma of we-do-no-wrong rhetoric, as
we saw in some campaigns, but the abil
ity for a leader to admit that America has

lost its way.
Remembering
the
more defining mo
ments in American his
tory, we have seen that
times of peril can lead
to opportunity. It's as
Harvard
University's
political
philosopher
Michael Sadel said,
"taking office at a time
of crisis doesn't guaran
tee greatness, but it can
be an occasion for it."
And America has been
fortunate to have such
leaders.
General
Washing
ton's leadership proved
that
a
democratic
America was possible.
Lincoln, in a textbook
example of prerogative
power, ended the Civil War and freed
the southern slaves. And FDR gave us
the New Deal. So who is this Obama
guy? Sure he has proven that an Afri
can-American president can be elected,
but is he prepared tQ_mend our nation's
ills? Is he ready to challenge the status
quo that for the past eight years has so
recklessly steered our country into a
ditch?
It is without doubt that President
elect Obama has a historic opportunity.
But it won't be easy. And when he starts
to make tough decisions, his savior-like
personality cult will surely suffer. Real
ity will set in; he is not the lamb.
Sitting in that Fox studio, coming off

the high of an Obama victory, I realized
that this same yearning for progressive
justice that brought the youth out to
vote is again being trampled upon, but
this time in California.
From the darkest shadows of Cali
fornia's history, we cannot forget that
FDR, despite his New Deal, gave us
Manzanar, our very own Japanese in
ternment camp. From the genocidal
spoils of the Ottoman Empire, Arme
nian refugees who legally immigrated
to America were banned, by state law,
from settling in the central valley of
California in the 1920s. And now, with
the slim passing of Proposition 8, our
constitution discriminates against ho
mosexuals.

A presi
dent Obama
is a start;
well,
it
could be a really good start. But this
election has proven that America still
has issues of injustice.
I insist that as young
people, college stu
dents and believers
of the slogan "yes we
can," we not let up for
a second. If we believe
that it is our generation
who will carry the torch to a more just
America, then we must believe, beyond
all doubt, that we are the agents of
change.

Coolest concert venues in the Southern California area
KAITLIN PERRY
A & C EDITOR
Live music is what drives me. It's
my favorite way to enjoy music and it's
my favorite pasttime to spend all of my
money on. But it's not just the music
that makes the experience so enjoy
able, it's also the location.
My favorite way to experience live
music is outdoors at a festival. Street
Scene took place in downtown San
Diego and consisted of stages surround
ed by big city buildings. The Electric
Daisy Carnival, an outdoor rave music
festival, took place at the Los Angeles
Coliseum and its surrounding grassy
areas.
What's cool about these types of
"venues" is that the air remains fresh
and cool, especially at night, and you
get to experience a variety of musi

cians instead of just an opening act and lier which helps lessen my anticipation.
a headliner. While outdoor festivals The stage is surrounded by trees and
are pretty unique and crazy, they could stones and the hills of Santa Barbara.
never take the place in my heart oc When the sun goes down and the light
cupied by the classic "one night, cool shows go up, it's a surreal experience.
The Arlington triples as a place for
venue" concert.
I grew up in Ventura, Calif., which is movies, plays and live music. The
pretty much in the middle of Santa Bar reason I love it so much is because of
bara and Los Angeles, two huge cities in its unique layout and Spanish artchitecmy little concert bubble. Besides some ture. The indoor location of the stage
small but vivid local Ventura "venues," and seating is designed to make the au
if you can call them that, some of my dience feel as though they are outdoors.
favorites in the Santa Barbara area are The ceiling is dotted with stars and
the Santa Barbara Bowl, on Milpas the walls are lined with windows and
Street and the Arlington Theatre, on balconies overlooking the entire venue.
When the music starts, everyone leaves
State Street.
The Santa Barbara Bowl is an out their ruby red seating to crowd in front
door venue with concrete stadium of the stage and experience the music
seating. Since its surrounded by neigh up close while completely ignoring the
borhoods, it has a sound curfew of 11 security guards telling them to back off.
p.m., which is one rule that I really It's kind of a traditon.
In Los Angeles, I have two venues
don't mind because the shows start ear

that I am in love with: The Troubadour,
on Santa Monica Boulevard, technical
ly in West Hollywood, and The Echo,
on Sunset. Both are small and intimate
and easy to find and they allow you to
really connect with the performers. The
light shows are pretty amateur but they
add to the overall laid-back feel.
My two favorite San Diego venues
are the House of Blues, located on 5th
Avenue, and Spreckels Theatre, located
on Broadway. The House of Blues sound
system is incredible and painfully loud,
but the overall atmosphere is wild and
fun. Spreckels is wonderfully similar to
the Arlington, but instead of rustic and
Spanish it's gold and magnificent.
Out of all of these wonderful venues,
the Troubadour is my favorite. I've
seen some of the best shows there and
it makes me feel at home. Check* out
upcoming shows at ticketmaster.com.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Not an athlete,
still a Torero
ARIANA HARO
GUFST WRITFR

By now, I am sure all of you have
been into the newly remodeled USD
bookstore. While I must say the new
changes are welcome, there is how
ever, one great flaw. Above the register,
closest to the mail center a sign reads
"Torero from the Spanish term toro, and
Torero, to fight bulls. A torero signi
fies courage, honor, and fidelity. Each
USD athlete, like the Torero, represents
the willingness to stand alone in the
ring and accept the challenge." At first
glance this spems to be a great addition
to the remodel, however, that does not
mean that the sign is without error.
When reading the sign for a second
time one notices the phrase "Each USD
athlete" and this is where the sign has
me puzzled. While we do have over 30
different sports on campus, both NCAA
and intramurals, we also have over 80
organizations on campus including As
sociated Students, Greek Life and those
in the Multicultural Center. When
asked what the word choice meant to
her, Sarah Miralles, an active member
of the Filipino Ugnayan Student Or
ganization, replied, "The quote in the
bookstore is non-inclusive, and only
specifies "athletes" as being true Tore
ros. Does that mean I am not a Torero
I
because I am not an athlete? Thank you
very much for making me feel included
in the USD community."
Senior Kyle Beck of the Theater Arts
Department and the Ambassadors Club,
had the following to say about the sign.
"I, like all students, love our athletes
and how they represent the school but
I believe by using that word it neglects
to recognize a wide variety of students
who pour their heart and soul into being
a Torero. The message they wish to
portray is a good one that I can agree
with but what people need to know is
all students show their fidelity to USD
in different ways, whether it is a person
like me staying late into the night to
produce a great play or a science major
working on research."
As for me, I almost could not attend
USD this year for financial reasons, but
I stepped into the ring and fought my
way back because I am a Torero and this
is where I belong. The sign is a slap
in the face to students like me that do
not participate in sports but still give
everything to this university. If this
school were truly a place of acceptance
and diversity, they would change the
wording of this sign. By making the
simple change from athlete to students,
the definition would become inclusive
of all groups on campus, then and only
then would that be the true definition
of a Torero.
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Faith goes hand in hand with politics
RYAN MULVEY

GUEST WRITFR
One often hears that religion and pol
itics do not mix. They are like oil and
water. When they do mix bad things
happen. But is this true? Should reli
gion be kept out of the public square?
Does the "separation of church and
state" require our politicians to check
their beliefs at the door?
Many would be surprised that the
phrase "separation of church and state"
is fou'nd nowhere in the Constitution.
Nor can it be found in the Declaration
of Independence. The phrase was first
used by President Jefferson in writing to
the Danbury Baptists, assuring them of
his opposition to the establishment of a
state church, hardly a condemnation of
faith in the public square.
The phrase is not seen again until
1878, when the Supreme Court, in
Reynolds v. U.S., a case involving a
polygamous Mormon, decided that re
ligion could not be used as a defense
against.a transgression of the law. What
precedent did this ruling set? What is'.
the context of "separation of church and
state"?
Fast forward to 1954. President
Eisenhower and the Congress have
amended the Pledge of Allegiance to add
the words "under God." Two years later,
Congress declares "In God We Trust" to
be the national motto of the U.S. Our
modern understanding of the separation
of church and state would require us to
condemn these acts as unconstitutional
and to reprimand politicians responsible
for legislating religious morality. In our
day, numerous cases, usually brought
by the American Civil Liberties Union,
distract our judicial system with com
plaints over the pledge or our national

motto. Courtrooms
are
forced to remove the Ten
Commandments and nativity scenes
are no longer seen on public prop
erty. And now, many politicians
leave their faith at the door. This is
a sad, recent, development: a conse
quence of the social upheaval of the
past few decades and the rejection of
the Christian heritage of the founding.
The truth is that there is no separation
of faith and politics. The two are inextri
cable. And in this post-9/11 world, when
a fundamentalism opposed to the values
of the American Revolution threatens
our security and when another round
of social revolution creeps towards the
scene, politicians must now, more than
ever, proclaim their faith when govern
ing this land.
In 2003, the Pew Forum found that
41 percent of Americans felt their lead
ers expressed too little faith or prayer
in public. Americans want to see lead
ers who share their beliefs and are not
afraid to stand behind them. One's
creed and adherence to a moral system
defines one's being. What we believe
is who we are. Politicians are elected
because of who they are; as such, they
should necessarily use their moral and

religious judgment in opposing or
supporting legislation. How can
a politician be true to himself and
in good conscience support a bill
opposed to his faith? It speaks of his
character.
The point is, no matter his religion,
be he conservative or liberal, a politi
cian should actively express his beliefs.
Many conservatives do not agree with
President-elect Obama's beliefs. But
they respect him as a man of faith, a
Christian who does not hide behind a
modern notion of a laicized America.
Perhaps it would be best left to a
founding father, John Adams, to sum
marize why we cannot have politicians
who do not take their faith into con
sideration when governing. He wrote
in 1798 that "we have no government
armed with power capable of contend
ing with human passions unbridled by
morality and religion. Avarice, ambi
tion, revenge or gallantry, would break
the strongest cords of our Constitution
as a whale goes through a net. Our Con
stitution was made only for a moral and
religious people. It is wholly inadequate
to the government of any other."

Religion considered irrelevant in politics
PAUL GARCIA
Stark isn't the first Califomian politi
cian to say he is a nonbeliever, but he
Too many Americans associate the is the first high profile politician, since
super-power status U.S. with being a the early 1940s, to announce this fact,
Christian nation. They say, "God is on when California Gov. Culbert Olson
America's side" and warn if non-faith- said he was an atheist.
These Californian political figures are
based "liberal" policies are instituted
clearly
the exception. A 2007 poll con
God will "leave us."
ducted
by USA Today/Gallup showed
Religion's place in the American
political arena is remarkably prevalent. that fewer than half of Americans said
Religion is a prerequisite to attain po they would vote for an atheist presiden
litical office. Declaring as an atheist is tial candidate even if they were "wellpolitical suicide. Of all 535 members in qualified," When a religion is applied to
Congress there is only one self declared a well-qualified candidate, the figures
skyrocket, with 95 percent saying they
"atheist."
According to a 2007 article in the would vote for a Catholic candidate, 92
San Francisco Chronicle, Congressman percent a Jewish candidate and 72 per
Pete Stark is currently the highest-rank cent a Mormon candidate.
Overwhelmingly, the American
ing American politician to openly de
clare himself a non-theist. When Stark people place a special importance on
came out with his controversial posi politicians' religious affiliations. This
tion, he said, "like our nation's found becomes a problem when America's re
ers, I strongly support the separation ligious complex justifies incompetence
of church and state. I look forward to in government. Look at the grossly
working with the Secular Coalition to' under-qualified appointment of Evan
stop the promotion of narrow religious gelical Christian Sarah Palin. Palin
beliefs in science, marriage contracts, lacks basic knowledge of governance,
the military and the provision of social however her fundamental Christian
values supposedly qualified her for the
services."
GUFST WRITFR

position of vice president.
We understandably want our politi
cians to be moral, but being moral and
having a good Christian background are
not synonymous. Expecting our leaders
to act in accordance to their religious
beliefs does not automatically imply
that they will be making moral deci
sions.
A Buddhist quote states that, when
God-fearing, "without contemplation,
we fail to recognize the purport of our
own position." In other words, the abil
ity of an individual to deduce the un
derlying rules and morals of a religion
are more important than adhering to a
religion.
Any action without contemplation
can lead to fervor. Maybe this i$ why
so many dreadful acts have been con
ducted throughout history in the name
of religion.
Because of this opient like quality of
religion, "anti-atheism remains the last
remaining prejudice that a majority of
Americans don't mind fessing up to," as
one pollster concluded. Few candidates
have a chance to reach political Office
without being openly religious.
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Lu Louis
Class of 2006
Los Angeles, Calif.

Meredith Wylie
Class of 2006
Toronto, Canada

Amy Buigatz
Class of 2005
San Diego, Calif.

Current Jobs: Working as a DJ for Feet
First Eventertainmeiit; Logistics coor
dinator for LA Photo Party, "The Photo
Booth Without the Booth"

Current Job: Account Director/Coordi
nator for News Marketing Canada

Current Job: Communications officer
at D'Lush

What hardships, if any, did you
face immediately after gradua
tion?
One of the first difficulties I
faced after graduating was the
lack of structure in the real world. In
college, class schedules keep students
organized. The school has a curriculum
and there is an ebb and flow to how
one's time is spent. Once you graduate,
there is no set program. Life becomes
your major and getting all the credits
you need is tough to accomplish. Postcollege life is all about survival ranging
from the basics like eating, when there
is no "meal plan" to finding out ways to
make money so that you can manage to
live whereever you end up.
How did you get your current
job?
I got my job thanks to my
current
roommate,
Byrne
Owens. He started working there first
and then later helped me get a job. I
get to DJ weddings, corporate holidays,
dances and my favorite, junior high
school events. Middle school students
are the best people to DJ for because
they automatically think you are the
coolest person on earth since you are
the DJ and they love to dance and aren't
self-conscious about it yet.
What do you miss about USD?

One of the aspects that I miss
most about college life are the
girls. I took for granted that everyday
I was surrounded by the prettiest girls.
USD girls are the "creme de la creme."

What hardships, if any, did you
face immediately after gradua
tion?

What hardships, if any, did you
face immediately after graduation?

The hardest thing that I found
was the transition from being a
student to a working professional. You
are a student your whole life and for most
graduates of USD, as you grow up and
make the transition to the office culture,
it is difficult to find exactly where you fit,
though it does get easier as time passes.

I got the "welcome to the real
world" message real quick! The term
"starving student" no longer applied
and I had to get my act together. I began
interviewing for jobs during .my last
semester and was hired by a marketing
firm, so I had a job when I graduated.
However, I hated the job, so I took up
bartending to pay my bills. It was hard
for me to serve people when they would
ask about my situation. When a patron
would ask, I would reply, "I just gradu
ated from USD" and they would give me
a look and then follow with something
like, "then why are you serving tables?"
Bartending was a fun job, it allowed me
to take on an internship that eventually
led to my career.

How did you get your job?

"^1

I worked for The Vista as an
advertising representative
when I was a sophomore and reported
to the advertising manager at the time,
Karen Kreuzer who was a graduat
ing senior. After she graduated, she
was hired at News America Market
ing and moved to L.A. After she left,
I took her position with The Vista. We
stayed in contact and she thought that I
would enjoy working for her company.
News America has a robust recruiting
program, and I had my first interview on
campus before flying to N.Y. for more
interviews where I was later hired.
What is one thing you miss
about USD?
I don't think anyone can argue
"
with the fact that the life of a stu
dent is pretty sweet. There's late class,
long breaks in between classes spent
sitting by a fountain, going to the beach,
house parties, and friends. I would have
to say the college lifestyle in general.
Yet, I do realize that it can't last forever.
What is something that you
would have changed during
your time at USD or after you
graduated?

Would you have done anything
differently while at USD?
The one thing I would have
changed about my time at USD
is that I would have taken my foreign
language classes more seriously. If I
could do it all over again, I would have
taken French from the beginning levels
so I could have worked on strengthen
ing my foundation in the language. I
would also take Spanish because living
in Southern California it is so useful.
What one thing students
know about the real world?
/'m\

Everyone will want to know
what you're doing with your
life and you'd better have a good answer
or guilt, disappointment and shame are
soon to follow. Enjoy the ride that is
college. Go to the parties, Torero games,
bonfires, beach excursions and more.
Life after college has its oiwn new
experiences, hardships and moments
of pure, unadulterated fun and it's all
waiting for you the moment after you
get that diploma.

I would have liked to travel
a bit after graduation. I think
that, at the time, I was in a par
ticular situation where I felt I needed to
start working right away. If I had taken
a little time off, I'm sure I would have
enjoyed it. Of course there are things
that you wish you could do but
some aren't always within reason.
Overall, I had a great time and don't
regret anything.

YIU"
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What is one thing students
should know about the real
world?

Be aware of your indepedence
and freedom. Independence is
multiplied 10 fold when you start your
own career and life. It is a very nice
feeling to be on your own.
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Dany Bengochea
Class of 2006
Las Vegas, Nev.

Chris Bresky
Class of 2004
New York, N.Y.

Paul Gregg
Class of 2006
New York, N.Y.

Current Job: Representative at the
Bellagio Gallery of Fine Art in the
Bellagio Hotel

Current Job: Actor/producer

Current Jobs: Actor and private con
cierge
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What hardships, if any, did
you face immediately after graduation?

What hardships, if any, did
you face immediately after
graduation?

I was lucky. My employer
at the Museum of Photographic
Arts kept me on as a contracted em
ployee after my internship was over, so
I was able to make a little bit of money
while searching for a full time job.
Also, my family was very helpful and
understanding after graduation. They
stuck with me through my very long job
hunting process.

How many jobs have you
had since graduation?

You find yourself in pursuit
of your "career" and easily lose sight
of the most enjoyable and valuable
asset in life, close friends and family.

How many jobs have you had
since graduation?

Since I have begun to make
movies, I have worn the hat of
producer, writer and actor, so three or
four?

Four! I know. Sounds like a
lot, right?

What is your current job?
I am the Chief Communica
tions Officer at D'Lush.
D'Lush is a deluxe beverage joint that
sells cross-category beverages such
as juice, shakes, coffee, tea that is all
packaged in a hip environment with
first class service. My day to day tasks
include managing our 80 employees,
dealing with investor relations, working
with the media and acting as a liaison
for our Middle East stores.

How did you get your cur
rent job?
I

I just found it and applied.
But it definitely helped that I
was from Las Vegas. Knowing who to
talk to is key! And "googling" your po
tential boss helps a lot too.

What is your current job?

Currently, I am an actor and
producer in New York City. I am produc
ing a film to be shot on campus, starting
May 20, called "Freshman Year," docu
menting the first year of life juxtaposed
with the last year of college.

How did you get the job?
Working hard. Believing that
the gifts God gave me were to
benefit others.

What is one thing that you
wish you could change
during your time at USD?

How did you get the job?
I saw an internship posted on
the USD website for D'Lush,
Yvere looking for an advertising/
marketing intern. I worked as an unpaid
intern for about six months until I was
finally paid a small stipend. I then
worked for the next two years, becom
ing an indispensable part of the team
and the second in command. I look back
on all that hard work and am so happy
with my decision to stick with it. This
small company is going big places and I
got in at the ground level.

How have your goals changed
since graduation?

I should've gone to more
sporting events. I think everyone
should have gone to more games.

What is one thing students
should know about the real
world?
The issue with the economy
and the job market is real The
job hunt is harder than ever. Most of
you will apply to more jobs than you
imagined. Unfortunately, finding a job
that is centered on a career is all about
who you know. Meet as many people as
possible. And once you have that job,
make yourself invaluable. You may
have been hired, but that does not mean
they have to keep you around. This
especially rings true with jobs at small
businesses. Speaking from personal
experience, you should save as much
money as possible. As a young adultt,
we are able to live modestly, so saving
just a little bit of money here and there
is easier than you think.

What is one thing you miss
about USD?

I can't think of just one. I miss
the entire experience; the amazing
friends I made of whom many have
moved away, the picturesque campus
that I was excited to be on everyday,
the sorority events, eating brunch on
Sundays at the caf, drinking Popov in
Camino Founders dorm, I could go on
and on.
What is one thing you might
change about your experience
at USD?

My goals haven't changed since
graduation. They have only grown
more important. Once I realized the
difficulty of pursuing a life as an actor
and one who wants to focus on choos
ing material with relative social issues,
I realized I had made a double uphill
battle for myself. But if God can help
us move mountains, I am ready for as
much uphill as life can throw at me.

A

How small minded so much
of the campus can be. When
life becomes about the next formal or
the next exam even, one can forget that
there is an entire world beyond our
golden hill, waiting for us to change it.

What is one thing students
should know about the real
world?

The real world doesn't care
about your GPA but how hard
you wish to work for what you desire.

II

What hardships, if any, did you
face immediately after g r a d u a t i o n ?
I was pretty lucky when I
graduated. I had a summer job
at USD that gave me a little buffer time
to get my life in order and adjust to
not being a student anymore. When I
moved to N.Y. I already had a job lined
up and an apartment. There aren't a lot
of people who can say that.
I think the hardships I faced were
financial, considering thats it's so ex
pensive to move from one corner of the
country to the other, and making new
friends. I only knew one person in N.Y.
and without the forced socialization of
college life, it was hard to meet new
people. But that problem solved itself
with time and now I can say that I have
a great group of friends here.

How many jobs have you had
since graduation?
I've had four day jobs and
acting jobs. For the day jobs, I did re
search in a lab on USD campus directly
after graduation. The first job I had in
N.Y. was as a booking agent for a jazz
singer and I worked as a personal as
sistant. Now I work for a private con
cierge company. But these were all the
day jobs that supported me while I did
the auditioning thing. I've also been in
several workshops; two off-Broadway
shows, "Dinner at Grandma's" and
"Dreamgirls," and an Off-Broadway
showcase called "Get Some."
My current job is working as a con
cierge at "Get Services".It's basically an
executive and personal assistance ser
vice as well as provides chauffeurs and
event planning. We work with clients
throughout Manhattan as well as a few
international clients. It's really weird
how I got this job. I was filling out an
application at Starbucks and my future
bosses were interviewing someone else
when they spotted me. I proceeded to
give them my resume and they called
me the next day for an interview. Only
in New York!

What is one thing you don't
miss about USD?

A

I would have spent more time
with my friends and not my
boyfriend at the time. There is plenty of
time for relationships after college, but
you only get a short amount of time to
live with all your friends in one place.
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What is something that you
would have changed during
your time at USD?

I would have made more use of
all of the extracurricular activities. Now,
I just don't have the option to go surfing
or scuba diving. I don't have the funds
to take a yoga class or a place to go to
a lecture about the newest organisms
discovered in a deep sea hydrothermal
vent. You're surrounded by so many op
portunities, so make the most of them.
In the end, when you look back at col
lege, you won't remember the tests or
the grades, you'll remember the people
and the experiences.

12
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We are at a very critical point Of LGBThistory.and articles lice 6Ucfi found On this week's edition
Of The Vista Often tamper with further deveioprnent-especlally when ws are days before voting
^
^ U^ttM fittf
On Prop B.MU rnl^d feelings Of anger and disappointment dO not spring so much from
/
&id ^JdUetke Hakt to fre twetL
these sentiments.but ffOm the fact that It was printed In OUrvery Own school newspaperJ
£v&nfO*vei}t*titiaftO flu kpdtke&rtei.
The views printed there promote antl-LSBTsentiment and discriminaten at USO.and should not
^eO^eifHoitO^tlff fittKK\*ya itbe promoted by this importa nt source Of lnfOrmate n Within our cOmmU nlty.I n reality. It does n't.
ctttMtv atoup, tke* thenWidrufina thf.it
even come dOwn to an tesUe Of partlsanshe.lt's an tesUe about dlscrrnlnaten that goes against the
nokf tofttefvtetL iZLntt- tke
fot
USD's commltment to mousenand diversity.I chaltenge Ryan MUlvey's views In every respect.It Is
^ f a a r t i c l"
e
f - f a t yfrtttna k f r ' l
completely biased from a heterO normative perspective a nd Is lacking In Objectivity. Whle he has
" fa
^^
J
some arOUme nts. they are all problematic:. LOve Is not esse ntlal fOr marriage, the governme nt
^ ^ fa (f^Id. k&v>e d(*vf tt a- tn-Utk
does n't make this a reqU^eme nt. Of course. Ideally, we make lOve a defining elerne nt. BUt marriage Is
Itpfr&iotvfll vOp.u so it
't tkfrt
almost entrely a voluntary arrangement whose contents are Up to the people making the call!
ke^Mfrttfi&.i*i0
There Is nothing dear stating that heterosexual marriage wOUId be damaged/erOded by legalizing frffetted
Uif*Op s; Tke fvet-iiit vS0t& ke
homosexual miarrlage_Tha "traditional"Understanding Of marriage has been tampered With in 30
~uftA^dL tkeeXiZpUf ke tHel to inftifn
many ways throughout history.la: allowing married women to Own property Independently from
vtetedefitLufkoZ^a Uflt, eVt^tkZah
ther hUsba nds. It is U nfair to say that marriage mayOnlybe reformed fOr the sate OfanyOnebUt fa
$tfoteS "theft- if tookotnOpkoU-fr'' kit
homosexual cOUplesJMarrtega is not about chldra n. 3Ura. raising chldre n Is O ne Of the purposes, but not
keliek &Le&tiu ke fvdke vskflt wtoc o*v fof
the 0 nly 0 ne. If It were fOr prOcreatlO n. we wOUId n't let stefle Individuals get married. If there Is a nythlng tfanj Utt he ohoiotefiu did fret t&ke ike
perverse here.Is the antT-LOBTsentri ient stated.
titnetPtkitikfikfytk^Otketft^ni*ytffjrtet
THE YES ON 8 MOVEMENT MAKES ME FEEL LIKE A -SEC OND-CLASS cm ZEN.

SIMPLY BECAUSE IAMGA', I DO NOT DESERVE FULL- RIGHTS AS A CITIZEN.
YET I PAY TAXES. 5UPP ORT PUBLIC SCH OOLS, VOTE. SERVE ON JURIES, 6. AM
A RESPONSIBLE CITIZEN. WHY SHOUIDN T I HAVE THE PIGHT TO MARRY MY PARTNER
& CREATE A HOME &FAMIEY WITH HER? I FEEL HURT. DISAPPOINTED. & ANGRY.

SEEN AS A CITIZEN IF I PRETEND TO BE HETEROSEXUAL. I CAN ONTY BE TREATED
AS A PERSON WITH CIVIL EIGHTS IF I HIDE MYSEXUAL OEJENTATION. Mf CONTEIBUTTONS
™^™™ZDOtTrcoum™YHAVE «<>™« "f i

,
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Response to I es on 8: USB s mission calls us to create an inclusive community,
tfa ^faf JovOHtWdxKt^wtx** fl*M»?tkmsseXftMs,
r r
J J
and value the inherent dignity of each individual. Last week s opinion piece is in
direct violation of this statement. My response is written to ensure no USD community
member feels that this discriminatory opinion is representative of the entire community. Mr. Mulvey wrote of the deterioration of our nation,
and that banning gay marriage is an act of protection of our children. If we want to raise the bar on morality in this country we must start
with ourselves. I plan to teach my children morals and values that convey open-mindedness and acceptance of all people; regardless of
color, religion, age, gender, or sexuality. I believe as our forefathers did, that discrimination itself is the vessel of deterioration of our nation.
Laws change over time for a reason. We move forward by necessity.and new understanding of our founding principles. We abolished slavery,
granted women suffrage, and decriminalized inter-racial marriage. The idea that any of these progressive acts, including permitting gay
marriage, leads to £Cbestial, incestuous or polygamous marriages" is completely unsubstantiated by the historic absence of this occurrence.
Mulvey denies his homophobia yet contradicts himself as he refers to the LGBT community as perverse and a force that deteriorates our
institutions and harms our children. As a student at USD, I'm proud to be part of an institution that seeks to create an inclusive environment
in which to learn. While I respect Mr. Mulvey's right to voice his opinion, I respectfully reject his argument, which denies respect for many
members of our USD community. I hope we can all agree that here at USD we do not promote discrimination; rather we value and respect
the inherent dignity of each person.

USD

Ifeei proud to be 3 P^rt of 4 university because it is $ place for hisher learhihs experiehcihjrhew
cultures $hd people, and bro^denih^horisohs. However, the'Yes on Trope" article that ran in the
Vista is a prime example of intolerance and ignorance. LT£D prides itself on
striuingfor diversity and inclusion, as wen as respecting the dignity of every human being.
This article is in direct contradiction to both Of these principles. While the author is Of
course allowed to express his opinion, it must be represented in a respectful, responsible
manner. The language in the article was hurtful,derogatory, and unnecessary, not to mention
inaccurate. LGBTQ,people and their allies struggle with degradation and bias every day,
but to allow it to be printed in a publication that represents [J£D is unfathomable.
From what I know of iU£D, this article does not represent the majority, and for that I
am thankful. However, there must be a commitment to respect, inclusion,
and toierance in everything that represents this school. Oniy then can the CJfD
community make a positive impact on the world.

OUT AGAINST INTOLERANCE
In a recent issue of the Vista, before election day, an opinion article in favor of Proposition 3 was published, Prop 8 is a state
proposition that eliminated the rights of same sex couples to marry in the state of California. The opinion piece, staunchly in favor
of its passage, was blatant in its stance against the LGBT community. Taken aback by^the language and severity of the opinion
piece, organisations in the United Front and the Multicultural Relations Board of.Associated Students have decided to respond.
Above are responses from students, staff, and faculty regarding the opinion article, which struck many in the community
as hurtful, While students are completely entitled to their opinions, the language in the piece was insensitive with regards to
many members of the community who view the Vista as representative of-USD and its mission statement.
A similar opinion piece that was against the proposition
was published in the issue prior to this, but many feel the two pieces should have been published
side by side to promote a more universal sense of nonbias.
As a group looking to promote diversity and awareness on the campus, the Multicultural Relations Board
brings these responses regarding the Yes on 8 piece. Despite the proposition passing afterelection day, it is still imperative that we, as a community, continue to be respectful of other people's lifestyles and
choices - while all are entitled to their opinions, we must remember USDY committrment to diversity and inclusion.

This id was paid for by -the Multicultural Relations Board of Associated Students
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Star of "Twilight" dazzles The Vista

On Halloween (I know it
was two weeks ago), I attended
HARD
Haunted
Mansion.
Weeks before the event a rumor
was spread that the special guest
DJs of the night were the leg
endary Daft Punk. The addition
of Daft Punk to the already im
pressive lineup (Justice, Soulwax, Simian Mobile Disco, DJ
AM) was almost too much.
After we arrived and were
basking in the "guest list glow"
that one has after cutting in front
of hundreds of people, some
friendly fellows began to tell us
about how Daft Punk performed
in Los Angeles the night before.
That was step one.
A little later on I got ex
tremely thirsty and decided to
fill my empty water bottle. This
is step two. Suddenly I heard
"Bot. Robot rock," saw people
running and screaming and
came to a semi-realization. As I
peeked around the comer of the
stage and saw the unmistakable
helmet, my realization was ful
filled. Daft Punk was indeed the
special guest (step three). We ran
into the crowd and started danc
ing along with the thousands of
ridiculously happy people.
But slowly, we all began
to step back. First of all, there
was only one DJ in a Daft Punk
helmet. Secondly, the beats
were not that fun to bounce
to. And thirdly, there was a
sticker on the DJ's laptop that
said "TRV$" and "DJ AM." As
we slowly began to stop danc
ing, "Daft Punk" backed away
from the laptop and took off his
helmet. Lo and behold, it was
DJ AM dressed up as Daft Punk
for Halloween.
You may laugh, but my heart
dropped to the ground. How
could I have fallen for such a
trick? I mean, DJ AM is cool
and all (he did survive gastric
bypass surgery, being a member
of Crazy Town, a plane crash
and a potentially fatal blood
clot), but Daft Punk influenced
an entire genre of music.
At this point, my anger has
subsided. Not because I'm over
it, but because I just remind
myself that the night was not a
complete fail. Why? Because
I hugged a guy in a giant pen
guin costume. I'd pick that over
seeing Daft Punk any day.

in London. Which do you
prefer, stage acting or film?
RP: I like both. It's a very
different dynamic. When
I was doing stage stuff I
wasn't being paid. It makes
a huge difference; you're
not worried about getting
fired. My memories doing
plays were great. I could
just do whatever I wanted.
It took me a while to get
back to that mentality in
film acting, because it's
just so much more satisfy
ing when you feel like you
can do whatever you want.
But instead you get worried
about doing a job, when
you should really just do
whatever you want.

ASHLEY BENSON
ASST. A&C FDITDR

Well-known as a young
adult fantasy book, "Twi
light" is making it to the-"
aters on Nov. 21. As young
fans flock to theaters to
buy presale tickets for
midnight showings, Robert
Pattinson, the actor playing
Edward, took a moment
to speak about the film to
publications across the
nation.
Question: There are a lot
of pressures that go into
playing "the perfect man,"
how did you go about step
ping into the role of Edward
Cullen?
Robert Pattinson: I guess
by ignoring it. I put off
going into the audition
for that reason, and then
I thought I had really no
chance of getting it at
all. When I went into the
screen test with Kristen
[Stewart, who plays Bella]
and Catherine [Hardwike,
the director], I realized...
Edward was a lot more
broken.
Q: Critics have said that Bella
as a character is not exactly
the ideal role model for young
girls. Her one driving force is
her love for Edward. But in the
trailer Bella seems to have a bit
more grit to her. Is there any
difference between the book
and the movie?
RP: Kristen is very strong, she
has a hardness to her, fierce
intelligence. She was kinda the
main reason I wanted to do the
movie. She's not a damsel in
distress. Kristen wasn't that,
she has as much hidden depth
as Edward does. I don't think
Stephenie Meyer intended to
write a book to be a role model
for anybody. It's a very spe
cific character. She starts out
being logical. Then, in meeting
Edward (that's the point of the
story), her life becomes some
thing completely different and
out of her hands because of her
connection with him.
Q: How much influence did
'Twilight" author Stephenie

Meyer have in the movie-mak
ing process?
RP: A lot in the beginning,
in pre-production. But I only
met her three or four times in
Portland...but I'd already been
working on the character for
two months when I met her. I
asked her a few questions.
Q: Like what?
RP: Just about the basic facts
of the characters. I didn't un
derstand how Edward could be
anything other than a complete
manic-depressive. I just didn't
understand why he would care
about anything. [Stephenie]
was basically saying he was
naturally happier than I wanted
to play it. And Catherine [the
director] wanted me to play it
lighter as well.
Q: What do you have in
common with Edward?
RP: When you're doing jobs
for a long time you forget what
you had in you before you
started the character, and what
came about because you've

been thinking about it for so
long. I had a lot of self-doubt
going into this film, [laughs]
which was how I felt when I
was about seventeen.
Q: Was the film designed to be
part of a series, or was it more
a stand-alone piece?
RP: I was definitely going into
it thinking it'd be a trilogy.
Yeah, definitely. Everyone
was.
Q: Your other major film in the
states was "Harry Potter and
the Goblet of Fire." now you're
involved with a film about
vampires. Is there something
about super-natural films that
you're drawn to?
RP: It's been totally random...
I definitely want to eventually
play a normal person. Every
job I've done has been some
period/super-natural... But
I
hope to play a normal modemday person.
Q: I understand you got your
start as an actor doing theater

Q: You've said before that
this film is very serious,
even melodramatic. How do
you steer away from that in
your portrayal of Edward?
RP: Yeah, there are extreme
emotions in this film. But
I mean, I like that. There
aren't that many movies
that are operatic made any
more. I like melodrama. But
I definitely tried to make it
as un-cheesy as I could. I
tried to take it in the most
real direction I could.
Q: Who are your influences as
an actor?
RP: If you're an interesting
person in reality you'll come
across as interesting on film.
Any actors who I like I just
want to spend time with...I
don't want to just watch their
movies. I don't think there are
direct influences. I've never
trained or anything... I don't
know the "craft" so much.
Q: What advice do you have
for young artists who hope to
get into the entertainment in
dustry?
RP: Don't do it to be famous,
I guess. 'Cause you'll end
up being very depressed. I
mean...I don't know, try to do
good stuff. There are so many
pieces of bad entertainment
made for the sake of making
money. If you want to do it for
the honest reasons, do it for
honest reasons.
"Twilight" opens Nov. 21.
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GuitarTricks
http://guitartricks.com

444

This
week's
website is guitartricks .com,
and its tagline is
simple: "Teach
ing guitar online
since 1998." This
CARRIE WIDDER
is ridiculous be
STAFF WRITFR
cause I think the
Internet was just starting to become
available at this time, so I'm going to
go ahead and assume these guys know
what they're doing since they obvi
ously figured out the world wide web
! at the same time as Google, and since
j Google rules everything, ipso facto, so
doesguitartricks.com.
Back in my younger years, in the
midst of dominating the monkey bars
and kicking ass in multiplication tests
(thank you, Kumon), I got my first
guitar, a Baby Taylor, and started taking
weekly lessons at the Guitar Shoppe in
Laguna Beach to hone my skills. I was
actually doing some good things with it
too, and at one point envisioned myself
on the road, writing symbolic songs
about my hands, a la Jewel. I played
fairly religiously until about my junior
year of high school when guitar took a
backseat to my other creative interests.

444

City of Refuge
Castanets

This past weekend I went home and,
Let's cut to the
in the corner, I spied my favorite sixchase. This album
string Martin (I had moved up from the
sounds like it was
travel guitar). I decided that there's no
recorded by a guy
better time than the present to pick up
who lived in a
where I had left off, and brought it back
cave for a hundred
with me to San Diego to start playing
years armed only
PETER CHO
again.
with a guitar and
MANAGING FDITOR
Guitartricks.com offers 24 free guitar
a bottle of Jack
lessons at the start-up, a free member Daniels.
ship, and you can learn to play by style
The tracks in relation to the album re
or by musical inspiration. So I will be semble a collection of poems rather than
occupying myself this week by ventur chapters in a novel, and the only bond
ing back into my old hobby. I'm not of cohesion is the desolation one feels
expecting big things, but I am expecting when listening to them.
to fall back in love with creating music,
The album, albeit depressing, bleeds
which I'm sure everyone can appreciate. with emotion and has its merits. The
So wish me luck, or even better, come minimalist guitars, mixed with eerie
and jam with me.
vocals makes for an excellent sound
The site looks and seems legit, but track to explore your mind to, though
only time will tell if it is really capable the exploration won't be
of providing me with the skills to be the a cheerful one. One can
next singer/songwriter. Also, it loses a just imagine sitting on
lightning bolt because, despite every a porch in the middle
thing, guitar lessons; are just better in of the Mojave. staring
person. You get to ask your instructor off into the moonlight
about their crazy hippie days being in plains while listening to
a one-hit wonder band and how long "Refuge 1," which isn't
they've been growing out their pony- to be confused with
tails. Guitar teachers are interesting "Refuge 2."
beings with cool stories. Trust me.
Castanets is led by

Extraordinary Desserts £ £ £ £ 4

"Role Models"

San Diego Culture

Universal Pictures

San
Diego
has a plethora of
cafes and shops
that
specialize
only in desserts.
But how does
one discern the
GIOVANNI GONZALES good ones from
NFWS GOFOITOR
the not so good
ones? For many people within San
Diego, and also for the dessert con
noisseur, the obvious choice for best
dessert in San Diego is Karen Krasne's
Extraordinary Desserts.
Extraordinary Desserts has been a
San Diego staple since the opening of
the first location in Hillcrest in the late
1980s. Since then, Extraordinary Des
serts has added an additional shop in
Little Italy and is considered by many
to be the Mecca of desserts. To fully
understand the beauty and delicacy of
the desserts offered, one must appreci
ate the many years that Krasne spent in
France learning many techniques from
various distinguished schools, such as
the Bellouet Conseil Ecole Perfectionement and Le Cordon Bleu, Paris.
Atrip to Extraordinary Desserts
is certainly a treat. My favorite
shop is the Little Italy location.
The shop is much larger than the
one in Hillcrest and their dessert
case seems to go on forever. One
of the many great things about
Extraordinary Desserts is that the
menu changes daily and they use
organic products when available.
The interior of the Little Italy

'

'

* '

shop is a sight to behold. Upon entering,
one is greeted with an endless array of
delicious desserts, a courteous staff and
a hip dining area.
But let's not forget the desserts. You
will never find a simple fruit tart or cake
here. Because of Krasne's French train
ing, guests will always find elaborate
desserts tjiat are sure to satisfy even the
pickiest customer. On a typical day one
is sure to find Berry Devonshire, Napo
leon, Passion Fruit Pavlova and many
other exciting and equally delicious
desserts. They also offer an extensive
tea, coffee, wine and champagne menu.
If you are ever in Hillcrest or Little
Italy, I would highly suggest visiting
Extraordinary Desserts.

Hillcrest:
2929 5th Ave.
619-294-2132

444

This week I saw
"Role Models." If
you don't know
what it's about,
read on. If you've
already seen the
trailers,
skip
LAUREN MILLSLAGLE ahead to my brief
STAFF WRITFR
outline.
"Role
Models" is about Wheeler, played by
Sean Williams Scott, and Danny, played
by Paul Rudd. The two work as a sales
team promoting Minataur energy drink
and condemming drugs at various
schools. They are court sentenced to
150 hours of community service after
Danny has a self-hating break down
and drives their Minataur truck onto a
school statue. The two must volunteer
at Sturdy Wings, which is run by Gayle
Sweeny, played by Jane Lynch. Gayle
•

"' <

and WWrtw
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San Diego native Raymond Raposa,
and includes revolving members from
Pinback and Rocket from the Crypt. Ac
cording to allmusic.com, Raposa tested
out of high school at age 15 to explore
the U.S. for four years on a Greyhound
bus. It was apparently a sad trip.
I'll be honest here and let you know
that I'm not a huge fan of this CD. As
I'm listening to it in my living room at
one in the morning, my mind is wander
ing through my past thinking of all the
saddest things that have ever happened
to me, the most notable being the time
I found out my mom had killed my first
hamster on accident after mistaking it
for a rat.
Looking back at older albums like
"Cathedral" or "First Light's Freeze,"
both of which were well received by
Pitchfork Media, show a
similar pattern of creepy
music that makes you
feel like you're drowning
in sorrow. If you think I
emphasized the sadness
of the album too much,
go listen for yourself, it's
actually that depressing.

mwtarfaf Wdn.

Little Italy:
1430 Union Street
619-294-7001

SEAMM mUJ&8S SCOT?
mm. «udo

ROLE MODELS
1
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f

pairs Danny with Auggie Farks, a
nerdy, gawky dweeb who is obsessed
with a medieval role-playing game.
Wheeler is paired with potty-mouthed
pervert, Ronnie Shields. Over the
course of the 150 hours, Danny learns
from Auggie, Wheeler and Ronnie to
relax and not hate everyone so much.

What I like:
-Fogel from "Superbad" is in it.
-He is obsessed with a fantasy roleplaying game similar to Dungeons and
Dragons.
-Trudy from "Reno 911" is Fogel's
MILF mom. (I know that's kind of un
believable. It took me a few scenes to
figure out who the actress was).
-Sean Williams Scott plays a slightly
less obnoxious version of Stifler.
-Paul Rudd (the grumpy husband
from "Knocked Up") is really good at
playing a middle aged, sarcastic, but
strangely likable character.
-The creepy lady boss from "40 Year
Old Virgin" does a great job playing a
creepy ex-crackhead lady boss.
What I don't like:
-It isn't all thatdjfieiciil fron
teen comedies.
-Sean Williams Scott is still a little too
Stifler-esque.
,
-Elizabeth Banks is in it and isfi't J
I'm not ready for her to play a resf
sible, mature adult quite yet.
-While it does borrow more than a few
actors from Judd Apatow's casts,
• it
does not have Michael Cera.
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EDITORS' PICKS

Song: "All the Years" by Beach House an indie
dream pop band. It has a per
fect tempo and the singer,
Victoria Legrand's voice, is
dreamy and eerie.

Movie: "Kill Bill Vol. 2":
It's the only violent movie
I can watch without cring
ing (weird?).

Song: "Ghosts" by Ladytron.Their new album,
"Velocifero," is really inter
esting, and there's even a
fun remix by alt-rap band
Blastenation already out.

Song: "My Year in Lists" by Los Campesinos.
There's too much sad music
in the world. We all need
a song that forces us to
smile ridiculously every
once in a while.

Movie: "Sunset Boule
Movie: "The 5.th Ele
ment": No matter how
many times I watch it,
it never ceases to be
amazing.

vard": It's a classic, and
a new remastered edition
was recently released on
DVD.

Quote: "Should I get
gastric bypass surgery
'just 2 be safe?' " Carles of the Hipster
Runoff blog in his spewing of random
rhetorical questions inspired by DJ AM's deci
sion to get gastric bypass
surgery after hitting 360
pounds back in the day.

Quote: "Slutty party
girl is fun until she
pukes on her shoes then she's just a pain in the ass."
- Hugh Laurie as Dr. Gregory House. Everyone
knows slutty party girl.

Quote: "I find very
few people scary
when poked in the eye,"
- Dr. Brennan on the show "Bones." It is
just so obviously true.
Who needs to bother
buying pepper spray
when you have fingers?

Kaitlin Perry

Mercedes Kastner

Ashley Benson

Arts & Culture Editor

Asst. Arts & Culture Editor

Asst. Arts & Culture Editor

CULTURE COLUMNS
White T-Shirts

Balboa Park

Fashion Weekly

Museum Monthly

There are only
so many articles of
clothing that have
an entire rap song
dedicated to them.
The two that come
to mind are thongs
SAM SHOREY
and white T-shirts.
STAFF WRITFR
Making an execu
tive editorial decision to leave fanny-floss
out of my column, let's discuss the latter.
A white T-shirt is probably the most
basic thing one has in their closet, and the
most common. White" clothes get their
own load in the washing machine, are
banned after a certain day in the year and
get their own party from P. Diddy in the
Hamptons. There is something to be said
for this style staple. The truth is, most of
us base the majority of our personal look
around a few favorites, and white tees are

SAM SHOREY
Senior Michelle Hammett and sophomore
Johanna Renfro sport white after Labor Day.

usually one of them.
When finding your perfect white tee,
it's best to look for fit and construction.
White, unlike black, has a tendency to
widen the wearer because it doesn't hide
anything. But not to worry. With the right
cut there is no reason to plead the fashion
5th (the right to be free from self style
incrimination, of course!).
Well-fitted at the bust is a must;
whether you are buxom or flat as a board.
You don't need to look like you're enter
ing some sort of contest in Cabo, but one
of the most common mistakes people
make, especially when buying T-shirts, is
buying them too wide.
The two style standouts that come to
mind are James Perse and C & C Cali
fornia. The casual T-shirt made by James
Perse has a relaxed fit and a deep scoop
neck and is made with a soft cotton that
makes it feel broken in and loved from
the first time you wear it. And C & C
California is a "white-t-wonder" designed
with casual California cool in mind.
It might seem silly to have an entire
conversation about such a seemingly
one-sided item, but investing in basics
provides you with a sturdy fashion foun
dation. Leave those old style rules about
Labor Day behind. Foxes change their
coat to white for winter to provide cam
ouflage. Without any snow in San Diego
you'll shine bright in your winter-white,
and be equally as foxy.

CHELSEA ROBINSON

GUEST WRITER
Balboa Park is known for its
many attractions: the San Diego
Zoo, international cottages, per
forming arts, gardens, the car
ousel and the. beauty of the park
itself. But did you know that
museums occupy the premises,
too?
I made this discovery on Nov.3
while I ran the Race for the Cure,
intertwining among the gorgeous Span
ish style buildings I mistook for civic
centers. In fact, Balboa Park houses 19
museums, each with their own unique
concentration. There is the Museum
of Man, the Natural History Museum
and a Museum of Photographic Arts. I
chose the San Diego Hall of Champions
Sports Museum to explore last Sunday.
The museum is alive with excite
ment as they prepare for the Sports at
Lunch, which involves the pre-gaming
of retired Raiders and Chargers players
before the rivalry game on Nov. 14. You
can check out Heisman corner, which
includes the trophies of Matt Leinhart
and Reggie Bush. The Gallery Wall
offers insight into 35 local San Diegans
gone professional via Sports Illustrated
covers. Included are basketball player
Bill Walton and "the greatest hitter who

ever lived," Ted Williams.
A San Diego sports museum would
not be complete without a surf section.
This area chronicles San Diego surfing
history and specifies the favorite local
breaks of professional surfers. Vintage
wooden boards are also on display.
These are only several exhibits oc
curring at the museum. Others include
the Tony Hawk exhibit, the Jack Jones
drag-racing trophy, the thoroughbred
horseracing exhibit, the baseball card
art exhibit, the rugby history exhibit and
the fencing exhibit.
If you want to take a quick break
from procrastinating, San Diego Hall
of Champions is a great place to kick it
with sports champs. Open daily from 10
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Admission is only $6
for students. The antipathy that muse
ums generate is a thing of the past.

PEOPLE ON CAMPUS
What are you listening to?

El

|||Ui

John Legend
Evolver

Kevin Roberts, '09

Danielle DiVello, '09

Cameron Ward, '11

Dr. Reimer-Barry, Faculty
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The mtvU Woodie Awards is an
awards show whose winners are de
termined solely by the votes of college
students. Brought to audiences by MTV,
the awards honor up-and-coming artists
whose music differs from that of the
mainstream. Vampire Weekend, Lykee
Li, Santogold and All Time Low are
nominated and lined up to perform at
the 5th annual awards ceremony in New
York City, and rightly so as their music
has made quite the impression on col
lege students nationwide.
But famous musicians aren't the only
artists being recognized. Bestmusiconcampus.com teamed up with mtvU to
honor student musicians whose work
has resonated with their peers. The
winner will take home the "Best Music
on Campus Woodie." Another category
related to colleges themselves is the
"Best Campus Radio Station Woodie,"
awarded to, you guessed it, the best
campus radio station.
The mtvU Woodie Awards took place
on Nov. 12 and will be aired on Nov. 19
on mtvU and mtvU.com at 5 p.m. MTV,
MTV2 and MTV News will be showing
highlights throughout the duration of
the ceremony. Nominated artists Vam
pire Weekend, Santogold and Zooey
Deschanel of She & Him participated in
a college conference call to talk about
their love of music, how they got started
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and why they love Woodies.

VAMPIRE WEEKEND
Q: Your music started out small and
then blew up on the music scene very
quickly. How do you feel about that?
Ezra Koenig (lead vocals/guitar): A
lot's changed since the beginning of the
year for us. It's kind of hard to have per
spective on it. The shows get bigger and
people know the words more but it's
still a little bit hard to fully comprehend
it. But I can definitely say that I've been
very happy in the way that our audience
has grown, and not from a numeri
cal standpoint, just the type of people
who come to shows. You definitely get
people who are in no way the [typical]
indie rock listener. We get people who
probably are extremely mainstream. We
get people who are in their 50s and 60s
sometimes and little kids. It's all across
the board. I've been happy to see how
the audience has changed in that way.
Q: How did you incorporate so many
different styles of music on your self-ti
tled album without making them clash?
EK: I think for us it was pretty natural.
I mean we all kind of grew up listening
to so many styles of music it made sense
to put it together. But at the same time
I think sometimes, you get an idea that
two things would sound good together,
but really it just doesn't work. So when
ever we felt like something felt awkward
or forced we wouldn't really pursue it.
We would only kind of go ahead with
the ideas that made natural sense, so
a lot of our songs came together very
quickly.
Q: What do you guys think of people
that remix your songs? Do they ask
your permission?
EK: Well, a lot of them have been
done without permission. We've
been very kind of careful only to let
people that we really admire do of
ficial remixes. But it's always cool
to hear unofficial ones too. I'm
really excited about the Chromeo
remix of "The Kids Don't Stand a
Chance" because I've known those
guys for a while and I really am a
huge fan of them. I've actually met
him and I collaborated with him on a

song for his album.
classification and that's what's exciting
Q: Does the band come up with the about it.
ideas for music videos on their own or
are the videos more of a collaboration Q: You've collaborated with everyone
with the director?
from Mark Ronson to Diplo. Who was
EK: It's been both for the different your favorite artist to collaborate with
videos. Our first video that we made, and how have they influenced your
which is kind of like, you know, our music style?
cheapest, simplest one for "Mansard S: I value all my different collabora
Roof," we almost made ourselves. We tions for different reasons and any time
collaborated with a friend and we didn't that I'm working with friends of mine
have much of an idea. We just jumped it's always really, really fun because it's
on somebody's boat and took this old always the most comfortable experience
camera. But for the "A-Punk" video, where you're just kind of hanging out.
that concept was almost entirely created I did so something with David Byrne
by the directors, Hammer and Tongs. I from Talking Heads, which was totally
mean I communicated with them earlier different because I sang a song that he
with these kind of vibey ideas about wrote. He's also one of those people
color and atmosphere but they came that you're like "oh, my god, I'm in here
up with [the rest]. And then for the last with David Byrne," you know? As far as
two that we've done with the director how they've helped evolve my sound, I
Richard Ayoade, they were pretty col don't really think that they have. That's
laborative too. And he's directed videos what's really fun about collaborations. I
for Artie Monkeys and he's worked on just did something with Jay-Z, and you
British television so he has a lot of ex go in there and you're like what am I
perience. So we came up with like very going to do. Sometimes it really takes
small ideas like maybe the camera's you out of your element and they're
moving all the time, maybe it takes like, do what you do. You have to find
place in this kind of world and then we yourself in all these different styles.
would go back and forth.
Q: You've also toured with many popu
SANTOGOLD
lar acts, like Kanye West. If you could
Q: How would you describe your create your ideal tour, who would be on
sound?
the bill?
Santogold: It's a mash-up of all these S: I've always wanted to play with
different styles and influences that I've Devo because they're like my ultimate
favorite band. And I'd love to go on tour
with all my friends, like Amanda Blank
and Spank Rock and Diplo. I just did a
tour with the Beastie Boys that was just
a couple of shows for Get Out and Vote
and had so much fun because first of
all, I think the Beastie Boys are like...I
wanted to be like them when I was
little, you know, and they're just so fun.
But also, the tour was around such an
important thing and I think it was just
really inspirational for all of us to have
a chance to talk about what we thought
about this election and actually go out
and speak to crowds. That was kind of
an ideal tour too because it was for a
h a d
cause, so I'd love to do another thing
since I was a kid. There's a little bit like that.
of Dove in it, some indie rock, some
electronic and some new wave. It defies Q: Most award shows involve profes11 .'i
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sionals in the music industry. What's
it like to be nominated for an award
whose winners are determined solely
by college students?
S: I think it's great because, unfortu
nately, a lot of the award shows are so
far removed from the pulse of actual
music listeners. Maybe that's not 100
percent true, but it seems that way to
me because all the people that you see
on the award shows are so tied into the
money world of music. You get artists
that are like, Disney TV shows or from
American Idol or have been around for
like eight years. It's not very in touch
with what's really going on in music. So
I think when you have the college stu
dents' say, college students are usually
right on the pulse and they're really more
in tune to a

The Vista
lot of the more underground stuff or the
stuff that's not so mainstream. And it's
also a great opportunity for artists who
just kind of get [put up against] artists
like Miley Cyrus - is that her name? I
mean, it's like we don't really have a
shot because we don't have a TV show.
ZOOEY DESCHANEL, SHE &
HIM
Q: Most award shows involve profes
sionals in the music industry. What's
it like to be nominated for an award
whose winners are determined solely
by college students?
Zooey Deschanel (female lead vocals):
I think it's great because college is an
important time and I think people are
just finding their own unique voices.
And I think it's equally as exciting to
be recognized by a group of people
who are well educated but not nec
essarily in the profession. I think it's
a big honor.
Q: How does it feel to be nominated
for a "Left Field Woodie," which
basically means that you belong in
the general unclassifiable catego
ry? What are your feelings about
originality in the music industry
and how do you fit into it?
ZD: I take it as a great compli
ment and, you know, I think as
an artist, the more you can keep
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your blinders on and try to create with
out thinking necessarily about what
people are going to think of you or cre
ating specifically for a group of people,
the more you're going to find that you
create things that are out of the ordinary
and the more satisfying I think it is. I
think that, there's a place for genre but
I think I've always found that it's most
rewarding to try to create solely for the
purpose of self-expression.

such a classic song. Such a beautiful
song. And then "I Should Have Known
Better." They're just classic songs that
both Matt [M. Ward, other half of She
& Him] and I had covered on our own.
Matt had wanted to put "I Should Have
Known Better" on another record, and I
had made a home demo of that and both
of us had covered "You Really Got a
Hold On Me," so [they] sort of seemed
like pretty obvious choices.

Q: How would you describe your
music?
ZD: I would call it optimistic 60s-influenced country pop. Or actually power
folk.

Q: What was it like to finally share your
home demos and have them released
commercially after having hid them?
ZD: It was really cathartic. It felt really
amazing and scary at first. I had recorded
them and I sent them to Matt and then
a few select friends had heard them and
I kept them pretty close to my chest. So
to then put it in front of our engineer and
then have people come and play on the
record; it was like a big hurdle for me
to get over. But then, once I got over it,
it was so freeing and so cathartic and it
just felt like a huge sigh of relief, and [it
was] probably the most rewarding thing
I've ever done in my life. Things will
come along in my life that let me know
that anything's possible. For instance,
the results of the recent election. I was a
big Obama supporter and I thought that
was very inspiring. It's these things that
remind you that you really can accom
plish anything.

Q: On "Volume 1" you have two differ
ent covers, both from the 60s. What is it
about the music of this era that you find
so interesting and what is it that made
you pick those two particular songs?
ZD: I don't know exactly why but [the
60s] was just an era of.. .just so much
good music spanning over that decade.
Starting off in the early 60s with Motown
and songwriters writing a lot of songs
for pop artists, and later with the Bee
tles and the British invasion and bands
taking a more executive role in terms
of writing their own material. It just is
a very diverse period and just so rich
with an incredible catalogue of music.
"You Really Got a Hold On Me" is just

SAN DIEGO EVENTS CALENDAR
Nov 13

7 p.m. All Ages, $18

Underoath feat. Saosin, The Devil Wears
Prada & The Famine

Skint line, a burlesque show finale, product
give-a-ways on the hour and gift bag for all

Soma, 3350 Sports Arena Blvd.

7 p.m. All Ages, $20

guests.

somasandiego.com

Soma 3350 Sports Arena Blvd.

Minus the Bear

Galactic feat. Shamarr Allen & Corey Henry

somasandiego.com

with the Crown City Rockers

Pay it FOURward

House of Blues, 1055 5th Ave.

Noon - 6 p.m. FREE

hob.com

Casbah presents Mason Jennings, Zach Gill

North Park, SD

Belly Up, 143 S Cedros Ave

Lord feat. Lizzy Borden & Stolen Babies
Time TBD All Ages $17 - $19
House Of Blues, 1055 5th Ave

8 p.m. All Ages, $22.50
House of Blues 1055 5th Ave.
hob.com
Channel 933 Presents: Jonas Brothers

hob.com

7 p.m. All Ages $39.50-79.50

T/T

Nov 14

BLUSD presents Happy Hour feat. Buick
Wilson Band

6:30 p.m. All Ages, $25

Nov 15

9 p.m. 21 + $25 adv or $27 DOS
bellyup.com

Matisyahu f. Flobots

San Diego Sports Arena 3500 Sports Arena
Blvd.

Nov 18

Join Material, Kat Ross, Mimi & Red and
Mesh in an effort to raise money for the
Princess Project San Diego. 10 percent of
all boutique sales will be donated. Dress

The Rodney Crowell Acoustic Trio Featuring

donations are also welcome.

Jenny Scheinman

Hanson: The Walk Around the World Tour
with Matt Wertz and Everybody Else

8 p.m. $25 adv or $27 DOS
Belly Up, 143 S Cedros Ave.
bellyup.com

eventful.com

7:15 p.m. All Ages, $29.50-$47
House of Blues, 1055 5th Ave.

Carolina Herrera Spring Trunk Show

Pink Party 2008

hob.com

10 a.m. - 4 p.m. FREE

5:30 -8 p.m. 21+ $5 GA

7 p.m. $30 - 40

Neiman Marcus in Fashion Valley Mall, SD

Health and Life Style Club , Downtown SD

Belly Up, 143 S Cedros Ave

Preview the elegant creations by Carolina

A night of fashion, music, entertainment

Nov 17

bellyup.com

and exhibits. Proceeds go toward increas

Kottonmouth Kings

ing awareness about the prevention and

8 p.m. All Ages, $25 - $47

early detection of Breast Cancer.

House Of Blues, 1055 5th Ave

Armenta Trunk Show

House of Blues, 1055 5th Ave.

hob.com

10 a.m.-4 p.m. FREE

hob.com

An Evening with Groundation, feat. DJ Boom

Neiman Marcus in Fashion Valley Mall.

Styler
9 p.m. 21+ $18 adv or $20 DOS

An event showcasing the designs of Ar

8 p.m. $12 adv or $14 DOS

menta, a new designer exclusive to NM.

Belly Up, 143 S Cedros Ave.

Jay Brannan, on the Voodoo Stage
8 p.m. 21+$12-15

ELISA w/Ari Hest

bellyup.com

Belly Up, 143 S Cedros Ave

Nov 16

bellyup.com
Kate Ashbury Jewelry Trunk Show

SKIN1 Product Launch Event
Minus-1 at the Keating Hotel 432 F Street,

6-9p.m. FREE Neighbourhood Boutique, 4496 Park Blvd.

Devon Allman's Honeytribe feat. Deadline

SD

Friday & Lukas Nelson and the Promise of

6 - 9 p.m. for cost contact LizEdwards@

Herrera for her Spring 2009 collection.
Mest feat. Rookie of the Year, The Ability
8 p.m. 21+ $15
Canes 3105 Ocean Front Walk, Mission
Beach
canesbarandgrill.com
The Misfits, feat. Dl, Authentic Sellout
8 p.m. All Ages, $22.50
House Of Blues 1055 5th Ave.
hob.com

Nov 19

After hours event with food and refresh

the Real

LetsPlayDowntown.com

Jasmine Commerce & Alyssa Jacey w/ Guest

ments; informal modeling of vintage and

8 p.m. 21+ $8 adv or $10 DOS

8 p.m. $8 GA

new clothing, wardrobe consulting and

Belly Up, 143 S Cedros Ave

A product launch event to celbrate the
release of SKIN1 featuring a VeeV Vodka

Belly Up, 143 S Cedros Ave.

specially priced jewelry.

bellyup.com

hosted bar, product demonstrations of the

bellyup.com
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SPORTS
Dickie Vitale
visits USD

RAYMOND AYALA

SPORTS EDITOR
College basketball is about to start
and the University of San Diego is about
to kick it off with one of the most rec
ognized names in the sport. Today, our
campus has the privilege of hosting one
of the greatest minds in college basket
ball history. Our school welcomes Dick
Vitale to our campus for a book signing
to be held at the campus bookstore from
5-6:30 p.m.
Though his knowledge is key to his
broadcasting technique, it is his person
ality that makes him famous. His phrase
"that's awesome baby!" is echoed on
college campuses around the nation.
For those that followed USD basket
ball last year, you know that Dicky V.
was the announcer to call the Tampa
Bay bracket "Cupcake City" during the
Toreros' spectacular run in the NCAA
tournament. This year Vitale thinks
USD is not only a threat, but a top 40
team in college basketball, according to
his preseason predictions.
Though he is scheduled to come to
USD to sign his book, "Dick Vitale's
Fabulous 50 Players and Moments in
College Basketball," do not be surprised
if he shows up a little bit early to inspect
the Jenny Craig Pavilion. Every gym is
like a second home to him since he has
probably been to almost every stadium
in college basketball. The love for the
game is unmatched by anyone in col
lege sports.
Vitale was forced to take leave from
his job on Dec. 18, 2007 after being di
agnosed with lesions on his vocal cords.
He was supposed to be out for a couple
of months but: ended up in the announc
er's booth on Feb. 6, 2008 to call the
North Carolina-Duke basketball game.
This feat is equal to a football player
breaking his leg and coming back after
only being out two and a half months.
Vitale's dedication is just one of the
many reasons why 1 have so much re
spect for him.
True, you may call this a shameless
plug, but I have: a couple of things in
common with Dicky V. We both talk
very loud and fast, we both attended
Seton Hall University during our col
legiate careers and we both love college
basketball. I could only one day hope
to have just a small piece of the success
Dickie V. has had.
Hopefully, this is not the last time
USD will host Mr. Vitale. With the fan
support and talented team we have,
maybe his show, "College Gameday."
will arrive on campus in the near future.

Sports Editor: Ray Ayala
Asst. Sports Editor: Eric Ebner
rayala@usdvista.com

No. 2 Pilots too much for USD to handle

JUSTIN SAKS

STAFF WRITER
With their sights set on a West Coast
Conference championship, the USD
women's soccer team was going for the
Torero hat trick. Earlier on Saturday
both the volleyball team and the men's
basketball team were victorious at the
Jenny Craig Pavilion. The soccer team
was hoping that a little bit of that suc
cess would make its way into Torero
Stadium for their matchup with the
Portland Pilots.
Looking for their eighth straight vic
tory in front of a packed stadium, the
Toreros went into halftime tied at zero
with the Pilots.
"I feel the turn out was great and
I think it helped us forget about the
nerves and just play," senior forward
Jen Mello said, who leads the team with
II goals.
The Toreros were keeping up with
the No. 2 team in the nation and were
45 minutes away from being at least
co-WCC champions. With no possibilty
of overtime or a shootout, the Toreros
were looking to take sole possession of
first place.
Only 41 seconds into the second half,
Elissa Magracia of the Toreros fielded
a lob from teammate Amy Epsten and
punched the ball into the back of the
net. It was only the fifth goal of the
season that Portland had given up, and
it was one that goalie Kelly Davis had

no chance of stopping after she had
committed to charging the ball.
Just a short eight minutes later, the
lead had disappeared. Sophie Schmidt
of the Pilots was able to get one past
USD's goalie Brittany Cameron to tie
the game. The Pilots quickly acceler
ated their game and took over control
both on the field and the scoreboard.
With an up-tempo offense and excel
lent ball control, the Pilots added three
more goals to take a commanding lead.
Megan Rapinoe picked up the second
goal for the Pilots and just two minutes
later Michelle Enyeart padded the lead
to 3-1. At that point both the Toreros
and their fans knew it was going to be
too great a task to pull off even a tie.
"I thought that Portland finally broke
through. We had held them in check
until that point," USD senior Hector
Zepeda said. "It's an accomplishment
to score one goal on them, let alone a
few."
With just four minutes left in the
game, the Pilots sealed the game and
the conference title as Halley Kreminski found the back of the net. "We have
to keep our heads up and forget about
this loss and focus on the tournament,"
Mello said.
Despite the loss, the 14-4-2 To
reros will for sure be one of the 64
teams heading to the NCAA tourna
ment. They finished the regular season
second in the WCC with a 6-1 record.
The Toreros will continue practicing

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Stephanie Ochs goes for the ball against
a Portland defender late in the first half.

this week and hope to start up a new
winning streak come Friday as they play
Long Beach State in the first round of
the NCAA Tournament.
"This week we just need to practice
hard, keep our heads up and know we
have the talent. I think we can take away
from Portland the fact that we know we
can hang with that type of team. We just
have to sustain that type of play for the
whole 90 minutes," Mello said. "The
feeling that we all had at the end of the
game, I know that we don't ever want to
feel like that again."

by Art Center College of Design
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Child Development
Centers. Internships
available with U.S. Mili
tary Child Development
Centers in Germany, Italy,
England, Belgium and the
U.S. (Florida and Hawaii)
January and February
2009. Related college
coursework and experi
ence required. Airfare
and housing are paid and
a living stipend provided.
Interns receive 12 hrs of
college credit from UNI
(graduate or undergradu
ate) and are eligible to
apply for AmeriCorps
funding. Make a Differ
ence ! College of Educa
tion, School of HPELS.
Call Susan Edginton
319-273-5947 or susan.
edington@uni.edu for
more information. Please
put INTERNSHIP-USD/
CA in the subject line of
your email.
2 bdr 2 bath Condo
Mission Valley at River
Colony. Pool/Fitness
Center. Top Floor. Short/
Long term. Pets ok. 1800/
month. Flexible move
in, available Dec. call
831-801-2657 or email:
pa.des30@gmail.com.
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Football team gets back on track, defeats Davidson
KIVA HERMAN
STAFF WRITFR
The University of San Diego Toreros
football team was under huge pressure
as their opponents, Davidson Universi
ty, pulled ahead with an early advantage
to start the game.
Davidson's Justin Williams returned
the opening kickoff 98 yards for a 7-0
lead and Wildcat quarterback Ryan Al
exander tossed two touchdowns for a
21-0 lead. The Toreros struck back and
finished out the 2nd quarter with backto-back touchdowns from quarterback
Sebastian Trujillo to John Matthews to
pull within seven points at halftime.
The Toreros tied the score at 21 in
the third quarter when Trujillo threw a
9-yard pass to Matthews. With 2:19 left
in the quarter, the Wildcats made a 24yard field goal by Ben Behrendt for the
24-21 lead. USD's next drive went 16
.plays for 63 yards with Trujillo sneak
ing in from 1 -yard out on a fourth-andgoal attempt.
"It was a big win for us. We felt that
in order to get the two losses out of our
mind we needed to step it up and prove
to ourselves that when we play S"an
Diego football we win," sophomore
Derron Juarez said. "They got a few
lucky breaks in the beginning but we
fought our way back by playing how
we have been coached and playing like
the team we know we are. When we put
everything out on the field we can beat
anyone on our schedule and the last two
weeks didn't really show who we really
are."
The Toreros continued with solid de
fensive and offensive efforts to result in
a 28-24 victory. The win snapped USD's
two game losing streak and improved
their season mark to 7-2 overall and 5-2
in the Pioneer Football League.
Trujillo completed 22-of-27 passes

PYANBRENNANAHE VrSTA

Quarterback Sebastian Trujillo looks for the end zone in the third quarter. Truijillo finished 22-of-27 for 265 yards and three scores.

for 265 yards and three touchdowns,
and added the game-winning score on
the ground with 8:51 to go in the game.
Senior wide receiver Matthews caught
all three touchdowns and finished the
day with a total of 11 catches for 140
yards. Matthews also set two more
USD single season records: 18 receiv
ing touchdowns and 75 receptions with
two games to go, stepping ahead of
teammates Adam Hannula's and Wes
Doyle's mark of 73.
The Toreros also received solid pro
duction from freshman running back
Matt Jelmini who finished the game

with 133 yards on 25 carries. For the
game USD totaled 416 yards of offense
to Davidson's 322.
Defensively, USD was paced by
Fredrick Obi with eight tackles along
with Loka Kanongataa with six tackles
and Derek Marten with three tackles.
Derek Pilkington contributed six tackles
and one interception, along with Marten
with three tackles, one sack and one in
terception.
The Toreros season has been tough
thus far, but the win should hopefully
boost the spirit of the team. The Toreros
now prepare for their final conference

game of the season, which is a must win
game if they have any hope of making it
back to the Gridiron Classic. First place
Dayton has already clinched a birth in
this game and second place Jacksonville
would need to lose two straight games in
or4er for the Toreros to sneak in. Though
this seems like an impossible feat, it is
still a possability.
The Toreros will look to improve their
record as they return to action next Sat
urday at 6 p.m. when they take on the
Butler Bulldogs. The Toreros will wrap
up the season as the UC Davis Aggies
come to Torero stadium on Nov. 22.

Golf team drives home another victory at Kauai
DARRIN HALL
STAFF WRITFR

The Toreros' golf team wrapped up
the fall season by winning the Kauai
Golf Invitational hosted by the Univer
sity of Hawaii, held on Nov. 3-5 at the
Puakea Golf Course.
The team blew away the field thanks
to stellar second rounds by seniors Jake
Yount and Blake Trimble. Trimble shot
a course record 64 which only lasted for
about 15 minutes when fellow teammate
Yount topped it with his own record at
63. The win was exactly what the Tore
ros were looking for since they let a vic
tory slip away after holding a six shot
lead at the Sycuan Invitational, hosted
by San Diego State University just two
weeks ago.
The Toreros had a nine shot lead
going into the final round.
"We have put ourselves in this po
sition a few times and it feels great
to finally come away with a victory,'
Trimble said.
Along with the solid play of Yount
and Trimble, Hawaiian native Alex
Ching, the Toreros' top freshman, shot
three , rounds in the 60s and finished
fourth place overall. Yount, who won
the West Coast Conference Champion

ship last year finished in second place,
losing by one shot to UNC Wilming
ton's Derek Wallace who carded a final
round 64. The Toreros brought home a
victory, which was a great way to finish
off their season.
The final scores put the Toreros in
first place with a team total of 39 under
par at 825. University of North Carolina
Wilmington finished second at 840, San
Jose State 843, Drake 845 and Utah
852.
Individually,
Yount finished
in
second at 14 under par (72-63-67),
Alex Ching in fourth at 11 under par
(69-69-67), Blake Trimble finished at
nine under in seventh (74-64-69), Jason
Shano at three under in 19th (73-7169), and at six over in 53rd Dale Smith
rounded out the team (80-71-71).
"I'm not surprised how well these
guys played. I knew we had the talent
and I'm thrilled about how this team
finished the fall season," head coach
Tim Mickelson said. Mickelson hopes
this victory will help boost the Toreros'
confidence when the team resumes play
in the spring. In February, they will
return to Hawaii for the John Burns
Invitational and the team will make its
final push towards reaching the NCAA
National Championships in May.
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Senior Blake Trimble had a total score of 207 to help guide the Toreros to victory.
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Toreros steal a win from CSULA

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Mafra puts up big numbers to seal the Torero victory
DARREN FEENEY
STAFF WRITFR

The game of basketball is
the epitome of a team sport.
If Friday's 71-67 exhibition
victory over Cal-State Los
Angeles was any indication,
San Diego will have a squad
full of teammates willing to
pick each other up.
Making his USD debut,
junior Roberto Mafra, a 6 foot
9 inches tall, 235-pound for
ward and center from Brazil,
led tfie Toreros by scoring a
game-high 21 points while
going 9-for-10 from the field.
Mafra, a transfer from South
eastern Community College
located in Iowa, made it ap
parent that he will have a vital
impact on the team.
"Roberto did some very
good things," Toreros' secondyear head coach Bill Grier
said. "He's going to help us as
the year goes on. He gives us a
good presence inside."
Grier rotated nine out of
11 players in the first half,
in order to give his players
a chance to get back into the
swing of things.
The Toreros were without
three key returners, De'Jon
Jackson, Gyno Pomare and
Clinton Houston, two of whom
are sitting out indefinitely.
''Pomare and Houston have
been suspended for an outside
incident violation of team
rules," Grier said. It is uncer
tain when either will return.
When asked if disappointed,
Grier spoke honestly.
"Very," he said.
Pomare, a fifth-year senior
and a consistent starter in the

Toreros' line-up, averaged
14.1 points and 7.4 rebounds
per game last season and led
the Toreros to the NCAA tour
nament while recording 22
pofnts in the first-round upset
over Connecticut. Considered
one of the top big men in the
WCC, San Diego needs Pomare's steady scoring ability
and interior defensive pres
ence to remain a contender.
The Toreros will also wel
come the return of Jackson,
who started all 36 games, last
season. "De'Jon has been held
out with a right knee strain
and is considered day-to-day,"
Grier said.
Jackson provided one of
the highlights of the NCAA
tournament last year with a
game-winning jump shot in
overtime with 1.2 seconds re
maining against Connecticut.
San Diego led 30-15 with
5:14 remaining in the first
half, but Cal-State cut the lead
to 35-31 by halftime. Senior
point guard Brandon Johnson
paced the Toreros offensively
in the first half by scoring nine
of his 11 points and defen
sively in the second half by
recording four steals.
"We had to pick it up as a
team tonight to get this vic
tory," Johnson said. "We
couldn't dwell on who wasn't,
playing." Johnson led the team
in scoring last year, averaging
16.9 points per game with 124
assists.
"I'm out there just picking
my spots, whether it is passing
or scoring, I'm out there doing
whatever it takes to get us the
win," he said.
The Golden Eagles took

the lead five
minutes into
the second half and led by as
many as nine points. Freshman
Leland Jones led the Golden
Eagles with 15 points.
But the Toreros' defense
stepped up their level of play
and allowed only two points
in the final seven minutes of
the game.
Two consecutive steals
from Johnson followed by
three jump shots from Trumaine Johnson in the final
2:38 capped off the victory
behind a student-filled Jenny
Craig Pavilion of 1,312.
Trumaine Johnson and Matt
Dorr both added eight points
and Rob Jones contributed 14
points and eight rebounds.
"This was the biggest stu
dent showing for a game this
early in the season since I've
been here," Johnson said.
"Big props to them for show
ing this support, especially for
an exhibition game."
Grier liked the early inten
sity but noticed the deficiency
in the second half.
"For a long stretch of the
second half we were outplayed.
We can't be too casual about
things," Grier stated. "What
comes with success is the work
and effort to always come out
even harder than before. The
greatest thing about tonight
was the students. To have that
kind of support is the tradition
we want and I give them a lot
of credit for the win."
With one exhibition game
behind them, San Diego tipsoff their regular season in Las
Vegas this Saturday at UNLV
and then returns home to host
Nevada on Nov. 18.

Senior guard Brandon Johnson had a nice opening game for the

Sophomore forward Roberto Mafra had a great debut in Torero blue.
Mafra scored 21 points and also tallied five rebounds.

